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Our UK design and manufacturing centre has been supplying standard
and custom front panel display solutions to European industrial,
vending and medical users for 20+ years.
Our MPCT (Metallised Projective Capacitive Touch) can offer fast and
high sensitivity for a range of industries.
Please check out our website and contact us soon.
www.noritake-itron.com
sales@noritake-itron.com
tech@noritake-itron.com
Tel: 01493 601144

Helmet certified to
EN397 & EN12492
has integrated eye
protection
C

ombining the new
retractable eyewear
helmet technology with
the Dualswitch chinstrap
harness system, wearers
can switch between
working at ground level
standard EN397 and
working at height safety
standard EN12492 by
flicking a switch.
At the same time, the EVO®VISTA
Dualswitch helmet provides
individuals with compatible integrated
Optical class 1 eye protection which is
fully retractable when not in use and
cannot be lost by the user or damaged
on site after issue. Wearers can wear
their own spectacles under the lens
or shield, saving additional costs to
companies for prescription safety
eyewear.
The EVO®VISTA Dualswitch helmet
offers the choice of either a VISTAlens
or VISTAshield, depending on the
levels of protection and performance
required. The EVO®VISTAlens
Dualswitch Optical class 1 overspec
has an unobstructed wide view
lens conforming to EN166.1.FT.KN,

providing F rated impact protection
– tested with 6mm steel ball bearing
at speeds of up to 100mph (160kph)
– even at extreme temperatures with
anti-scratch and anti-mist coatings.
The EVO®VISTAshield Dualswitch
Optical class 1 eyeshield offers a
clear panoramic view conforming
to EN166.1.AT.KN, providing A rated
impact protection – tested with 6mm
steel ball bearing at speeds of up to
425mph (685kph) – even at extremes
of temperature with anti-scratch and
anti-mist coatings.
The EVO® VISTA Dualswitch range has
been designed to be fully compatible
with JSP respirators, such as the Force8
PressToCheck and the Sonis® helmetmounted ear defender range
www.jspsafety.com
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Editor Recommends

New cutting technology solves nuclear reactor drain blockages
D

rainage engineers from Lanes Group plc
have used new pipe cleaning technology
to solve persistent drain blockage problems at
a nuclear power station.
They used two machines – a new Picote mini
cleaner and an electro-mechanical cutter – to
clear drains in one of the two reactor halls at
Heysham power station in Lancashire.
Their success means station workers can be
confident that the drains flow freely so they do

not have to use contingency measures to take
wastewater to a radioactive effluent treatment
plant.

The drains, designated as ‘active’ because they
could be contaminated with nuclear radiation,
were cleaned in two stages.

sumps, leaving the pipes clear. The device can
be fitted with different rotating heads. In this
case a flail was used.

The stainless steel 75mm-diameter drains were
installed when the power station was built in
the 1970s. They are encased in concrete which
has made them difficult to keep clean.

First, a Spartan electro-mechanical cutter was
used to break through blockage material. The
device has a flexible cable with a rotating steel
cutting head on the end for scouring the inside
of pipes.

The Lanes Preston depot regularly delivers
drainage services at Heysham power station.
However, this was one of a few occasions
where its teams have operated inside an RCA
inside a main reactor building.

Then, the Picote mini cleaner was used to break
up the blockage debris and push it into waste

Contact
www.lanesfordrains.co.uk

They are also located within the radiologically
controlled area (RCA) of the Heysham 1 reactor
hall.

APEX
DYNAMICS
BOGUS
PRODUCTS
WARNING
A

PEX Dynamics, a leading supplier of high-precision
gearboxes to the food, packaging and automation
sectors, is urging customers to be on their guard against a
wave of counterfeit products that have infiltrated the UK
market in the last 12 months.
One of the unfortunate consequences of building a
successful premium brand is the appearance of fake
goods and, despite determined efforts to combat this
problem, APEX Dynamics has continued to see bogus
products bearing its branding being sold online at knockdown prices.
APEX Dynamics’ products are specially designed with
patented features around the bearings and seals of
the gearbox, making them ideal for use in a food or
pharma environment and the company has warned of
the consequences of customers purchasing counterfeit
products which does not meet its quality or warranty
standards.
Managing Director, Mike Gulliford, commented, “The
persons most hurt by these phoney offerings are our
customers, who may make a purchase in good faith
believing that they have come across a ‘too-good-toignore’ offer. These fake goods do not match our products
in terms of performance capability and safety standards
and we advise customers to only buy APEX Dynamics
products from authorised APEX Dynamics dealers and
distributors.”
Customers are warned to be particularly wary of APEX
Dynamics branded gearboxes being offered for unusually
low prices from sources in Asia. Mike added, “These
suppliers often turn out to be offering counterfeits which
are nothing more than poor copies hidden beneath an
attempt to match our designs. If you have any doubts
about the authenticity of a product, please contact us
before purchasing to verify that you are dealing with an
authorised supplier.”
All purchases of legitimate APEX Dynamics gearboxes
come with a five year warranty across the entire product
range as well as lead times of three weeks or less
compared to others with timescales of 15 weeks or more.
Founded in Taiwan in 1987, APEX Dynamics Inc started
with the production of take-out robots for plastics
injection moulding machines before moving into the
technology of high-precision planetary gearboxes for
servomotors, based initially on their internal need for
precision servo gearboxes for robotics. Globally well
established in 35 countries worldwide, APEX Dynamics is
currently continuing with its UK expansion programme,
further strengthening its profile from its base in Uttoxeter.
APEX Dynamics can be contacted at:
sales@apexdynamicsuk.com
Find out more at: www.apexdynauk.com
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Environmental Packaging Solutions Company of the Month

Leading the Way in Eco Friendly
Alternatives for Packaging

W

ithin this issue of Industrial
Process News, we have selected
leading packaging solutions
company Springpack as our Environmental
Packaging Solutions Company of the Month
for the company’s ongoing commitment to
responding to the needs of the market and
sourcing new innovations for eco-friendly
packaging.
“With the ever-changing environmental factors,
offering eco-friendly packaging solutions is a
big focus for us. From recycled cardboard to reusable and recyclable materials, we’re passionate
about helping our customers address their
environmental concerns with alternative product
solutions.” James York, Sales & Marketing Director.
Established over 40 years ago by CEO Laurence,
Springpack demonstrates an abundance of
industry expertise within protective packaging
and bespoke packaging supplies. Springpack
has gained a reputation for its packaging
solutions and has a portfolio of customers across
multiple industry sectors. “We work with a large
number of high street names, across a number
of different sectors, with a particular focus on
Manufacturing & Logistics companies/operators.”
James continued, “We have recently put a range
of bespoke cardboard sleeves into John Lewis of
Hungerford, and have worked on projects with
Cotswold Collection in Cheltenham.”
Starting out, Laurence set out with a simple goal:
to offer packaging solutions with the very best
level of customer service. This is something which
Springpack has always maintained and excelled
in, thus propelling Springpack into being
renowned for its excellent level of customer
service. “Service. Service. Service – Springpack
are known for our excellent customer service

and delivery time scales.” James expressed, “Our
service level is so key to us, but more importantly,
it’s key for our customers.”
Providing a comprehensive service for its
customers, Springpack prides itself on delivering
on these values: communication, integrity,
service, loyalty, ownership, respect. “These are six
pillars that the whole team work towards every
single day, and it’s something we are really proud
to uphold,” James said.
In terms of its services, Springpack provides
packaging and packaging solutions including
stock management, account management,
packaging audit, order scheduling, bespoke
packaging and sustainable packaging.
“Put simply, here at Springpack, we offer
packaging and packaging solutions. But there’s
more to packaging than you think!” James
elaborated, “We’re very much driving eco-friendly
products, in reaction to the shift in materials
requested by end-users and consumers. More
and more products are now made from 100%
recycled, and recyclable, materials, meaning
we are able to offer our customers some really
innovative and ‘green’ products.
“We also offer bespoke packaging products,
conduct packaging audits for our customers, and
offer hits and tips on reducing their spend and
packaging waste.”

customer’s needs, Springpack understands the
concerns around producing more sustainable
packaging and is striving to be a part of
the movement for environmentally friendly
packaging solutions. With this in mind, the
company has worked hard and achieved the
ISO140001 accreditation, in view of improving
resource efficiency, reducing waste and attaining
its own environmental and economic goals. “We
are proud to be actively driving the development
of eco-friendly products too and it forms part
of our conversations with our customers on
becoming greener,” James expressed.
Furthering the company’s commitment to
sourcing eco-friendly alternatives, Springpack
has launched a large volume of new lines linked
to both Postal Packaging and the environment.

warehouse in Worcester which has presented
Springpack with further capacity and features
a fully automated Warehouse Management
System from Jungheinrich, enabling Springpack
to monitor and manage its stock holding more
efficiently. “Many Springpack customers rely
upon us to manage their packaging stock
holding for them, and deliver on a ‘Just in Time’
basis,” James stated. “Our new Warehouse in
Worcester is a 53,000ft2 accredited facility, where
we would typically hold 8-12 weeks stock of your
major lines. The whole team is now under one
roof too, with excellent office facilities on-site.
We have also invested in a brand-new fleet of
six Springpack branded vehicles that make
deliveries within a 60-mile radius of Worcester;
we do deliver nationwide in the UK using third
party carriers.”
In terms of the company’s future plans,
Springpack plans to continue improving and
evolving its services and product research
and development. James expanded that, “We
currently work with Trustpilot to gather feedback,
and we also issue surveys to assess our New
Promoter Score (NPS). Customer experience is
front and centre for us, and we have recently
appointed Amy Francis as our Customer
Experience Manager.”

The main focus for the company currently is its
push toward sourcing eco-friendly alternatives
for packaging. Listening and responding to its

In regards to the new postal packaging from
Springpack, the company has launched a range
of Amazon-style book boxes. Offering a variety
of choices in terms of size and colour, the Book
Box is a flexible corrugated cardboard providing
protection for the items, with the ability to adjust
the depth of the board to best suit the produce
being sent. Easy to use and order, Springpack is
also able to provide next working day delivery.
A significant recent development for the
company, Springpack has moved to a new

Continuing its mission to providing its customers
with eco-friendly packaging solutions,
Springpack is dedicated to expanding and
developing its range of eco-friendly products and
educate its team on the features and benefits
of these products. “With the increased switch to
more sustainable products, the team has been
trained on a series of new products, with even
stronger green credentials than before.” James
resumed, “A large amount of work continues to
go into sourcing new eco-friendly products, so
watch this space for new lines coming soon!”
Contact
T 01905 457000
enquiries@springpack.co.uk
www.springpack.co.uk

is sponsored by Curtis Instruments – see them on page 20
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Valve Actuation, Communication & Control Company of the Month

Imtex Controls celebrates its 30th year anniversary

I

n this issue of Industrial Process News, we have
selected Imtex Controls as our Valve Actuation,
Communication & Control Company of the Month.

First established in 1990, Imtex Controls is a privately
owned engineering and design manufacturing company,
which was founded by Ian Turner and is now a family
business, run by Ian and his two sons, Paul and Mathew
Turner, who are Directors of the company.
With its factory situated in Deeside and sales
representatives featured throughout the whole of the UK,
Imtex Controls has seen unprecedented growth since the
company’s inception. Starting with one initial product
to maintaining a growing portfolio, Imtex Controls
has expanded significantly and now manufactures the
largest independent range of valve position monitors,
becoming a pioneer in developing automation valve
communication products.
“We specialise in the production and supply of advanced,
high integrity valve actuation, communication and
control systems for the energy, marine and process
industries,” Jenny stated.
Imtex Control’s products are suitable for both on/offshore
and modulating control of process valves installed in a
range of industrial sectors, including oil and gas, marine,
chemical, power and low carbon.

In terms of the company’s product range and services,
Imtex Controls delivers on products and services such
as valve position monitors, IIoT valve monitoring and
testing solutions and manufacturing Camtorc actuators
for both on/off and modulating valve and damper
systems.
As a British manufacturer, Imtex Controls prides itself on
the quality of its products and they are all engineered
and tested to ensure continuous operation in virtually
any environment including extreme service applications.
“We pride ourselves on the quality of our products.
This high standard means our products have a proven
durability and reliability of long service life, and therefore
a longer lifetime value. We generally only receive
Camtorc Actuators back for basic maintenance after
about 30 years of service on a rig!” Jenny stated, “We
endeavour to make sure our products are unique and
designed by our engineers to be specific to the industry
that they are operating in. We also provide bespoke
engineering solutions for customers who have a specific
issue that needs to be solved and can’t buy a product ‘off
the shelf’.”
A recent innovation for the company, Imtex Controls has
launched its revolutionary Valve Diagnostic Monitoring
System (VDMS). The VDMS is a field mounted device
that can fit onto any type of actuator and will record
the valve’s
movements and
log real-time data,
recorded and sent
to a cloud based
dashboard system.
The main benefit
of the VDMS is its
ability to monitor
the valve and
provide feedback

to the operator about the health
of the valve, which can help
determine whether the valve may
require servicing and repairing. As
unscheduled rig shutdowns can
cost millions of pounds, using the
VDMS can help operators prevent
unscheduled shutdowns and ensure
that the valve is serviced during
maintenance windows.
The VDMS is a brand new idea and is
patented and engineered by Imtex
Controls. Although there are many
companies with alternative methods
for valve monitoring, these methods
often create more hassle for the
operators as they have to change
every valve to work for that method.
One of the best features within its design is that it can be
fitted onto any actuated system meaning the operator
doesn’t have to change anything. Jenny expanded that,
“The best bit about this system is that it is cheaper than
installing a smart monitor and, as far as we are aware, no
one else is currently offering this service in such a simple
end-to-end system. This is a true IIoT innovation. With all
of these benefits and the potential cost saving the VDMS
produces, why wouldn’t you invest in the VDMS?”
Regarding the future plans for the company, Imtex
Controls is continuing its approach for producing the
most innovative
products available
on the market and
developing new
solutions for any
industry challenges
and demands. Imtex
Controls is also
planning to continue
building awareness
of its VDMS product
and will be selling it to
larger operators.
“We are also currently

working on a
new ElectroHydraulic
actuator to
coincide with our
existing range.
EH actuators
are required
for areas where
there is either
no or little
power and
replace hydraulic
systems with
self-contained
actuators
operated solely by electrical power. EHAs eliminate
the need for separate hydraulic pumps and tubing,
simplifying system architectures and improving safety
and reliability. We already supply self contained ElectroHydraulic actuators and we have already recently
manufactured linear electro-hydraulic actuators for
a large project in Iraq, but we are always looking to
develop our product line, so watch this space.”
For further information, please see the details below.
T 08700 340 002
www.imtex-controls.com

Print & Packaging News
OKI Europe launches
intelligent MFP

O

KI EUROPE
(UK &
Ireland) has
launched the
new MC883,
a versatile,
easy-to-use A3
colour, smart
multifunction
printer (MFP)
featuring
outstanding
colour print
and copy
performance,
customisable colour touch-screen operation and smart
software solutions that enable flexible, efficient and secure
document capture, collaboration and management.
Powered by OKI’s pioneering digital LED technology, the
MC883 produces super sharp, text and exceptional High
Definition Colour images in ultra-high quality 1,200 x 1,200
dpi resolution on a range of media sizes, from A6 to 1.3m
banners and weights of up to 256gsm. The MFP is the latest
addition to OKI’s portfolio of flexible A3 and A4, colour
devices and part of the MC800 Series of A3 colour smart
MFPs.
Ideal for the most demanding business environments,
the MC883 reliably delivers high-volume, high-quality
printing, scanning and copying, thanks to OKI’s digital LED
technology in the print and scanner heads. It includes builtin stapling for up to 20 sheets, two output trays, a maximum
paper capacity of over 2,000 sheets and print speeds of
35ppm. The new smart MFP also features comprehensive
scan and document management functionality, including
rapid scan speeds of up to 50ipm and a 100 sheet Reverse
Automatic Document Feeder (RADF) for copying, scanning
and faxing double-sided documents.
To find out more, visit: www.oki.com/uk
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Chain Condition Monitoring

M

aintenance 4.0 – Intelligent chain monitoring
avoids downtimes.

companies to take early measures by providing maintenance
staff with timely information as to when certain measures
need to be taken and whether a chain needs to be retensioned or replaced. The system’s intelligent data analysis
enables service staff to plan service activities and personnel
requirements in advance.

Predictive maintenance is a key issue in the context of
Industry 4.0 when it comes to getting the most out of
machines and systems. A new, intelligent system from
chain vendor iwis antriebssysteme prevents production
downtimes resulting from unscheduled maintenance and
repairs: It permanently monitors chain elongation and
provides a timely warning so that appropriate action can
be taken.
If chains stretch and wear as a result of temperature and load
or if chains running in parallel have different lengths, even
a deviation of one percent from the nominal chain pitch
can lead to problems in a machine. To take an example from
chocolate production, which places very high demands on
chains and chain systems, this could cause the position of the
chocolate moulds to change.

Developed in-house by iwis, the CCM-S
monitoring system continuously measures the
wear elongation of chains during operation
and gives maintenance staff a timely warning
that a chain needs to be replaced
This is because where chocolate bars, chocolates or biscuits
are being made on a
production line, the drive
chains used are always
subject to very strict length
tolerances and tolerances
across pairs of chains. The
mould conveyor chains
have to permanently
run in parallel – exact
positioning is an absolute
must. Systems and
machine components must
therefore be monitored
and checked regularly.
However, by the time
the system indicates a
need for maintenance
or adjustment it is often
already too late. Preventive
maintenance allows
mechanical engineers to
react more flexibly and
more economically.
CCM-S provides constant
monitoring of the live
system
This is exactly where the
smart solution from the
international, Munichbased chain manufacturer
comes in: With the chain
elongation monitoring
system CCM-S (Chain
Condition Monitoring
– Smart), users can
permanently monitor
the elongation of chain
drives on the basis of
sensors without having to
compromise production by
interruptions.
The patented system
measures the elongation
of chains during live
operation. It enables

Improved machine utilisation
“Continuous chain elongation measurement offers some
decisive benefits for our customers,” says Florian Wimmer,
Value Engineer at iwis. “These include fewer downtimes and
interruptions to production on machines and systems, which
can jeopardize a company’s ability to meet promised delivery
dates. If maintenance can be planned, the maintenance
staff can react in good time with the help of our system,” he
explains.
And the time needed for maintenance is also reduced
because the CCM-S tells the engineer which drive chain
needs to be replaced before the system is opened up.
“These benefits allow our customers to get the most out
of their equipment and increase machine utilization and
productivity,” Wimmer adds.

locations, with both readings being taken at the same time.
In the CCM-S, iwis has developed a monitoring system that
makes use of the physical principle of induction. The chain
rollers move past the coils of the sensor and can thus be
identified as a metallic unit.

d = defined distance between sensors A and B
n = number of chain links between sensors A
and B
p = pitch
v = offset resulting from chain elongation
The measured chain elongation is the
difference between the defined distance
between the sensors (d) and the nominal
dimension of the chain (n*p). The CCM-S
returns the ratio between the measured chain
length and the nominal length of a new chain.
This value is the chain elongation in percent
Problem-free retrofitting
The developers at iwis wanted to make their smart solution
as widely applicable as possible and designed the monitoring
system for different chain sizes. “Since the CCM-S detects only
one strand of the chain, it can also monitor duplex and triplex
chains,” says Florian Madlener.

The CCM-S system measures chain elongation
without any contact and does not actively
intervene in the chain drive; the module can
be easily retrofitted in a variety of chain
applications
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Customer securing point (2x M6)
USB connector
Housing
Sliding guide
IO-Link connector

Simple plug and play installation
The CCM-S module is plug and play. It is very easy to install
and it is no longer necessary to preset any values or perform
any calibration in the application. The module is simply
installed in the machine and the system is ready for use as
soon as the cable is plugged in.

He also goes on to explain that the solution can be quickly
and easily retrofitted in a variety of applications without the
use of special attachments on the chains.
Thanks to an SLE function (Segment Link Elongation), the
system does not only record elongation of the entire chain
in the system. Using the SLE function, the entire chain can
be subdivided into individual segments. These are measured
individually and assessed for differences from the average
chain elongation. To achieve this, magnets must be attached
to both sides of the outer plates of the chain strand in
order to define a start/end point. This allows the system to
generate a bar chart showing the elongation of individual
chain segments.

If the module is installed in an existing chain drive, users can
immediately start evaluating the data on wear in the chain
drive using either iwis software or IO-Link.
Contactless and without intervention in the chain drive
Once the monitoring system is in operation, it gets on with
its job discreetly in the background. “Because it carries
out precise chain length measurements without contact,
the CCM system does not actively intervene in the chain
drive,” Florian Madlener, Director of R&D at iwis, says of the
technology behind the innovation, in the development of
which he was instrumental.
The system can also take measurements irrespective of the
speed. It always records two readings at two different sensor

The CCM-S system can also measure the
elongation of each individual chain segment
and displays the results clearly
Contact
www.iwis.com

Wire rope
lubrication
V

iper WRL, an Australian
owned company,
manufactures and supplies
wire rope lubrication
equipment to the marine,
petrochemical, mining and
manufacturing industries.
The Viper WRL system is
said to increase the life
of wire rope assets by
up to 300% compared
to traditional lubrication methods. When used in place of
manual lubrication, it can reduce relubrication time of ropes
from several days to several hours, while providing a safer
work environment.
As the Viper delivers lubricant into the wire rope there is also
an environmental benefit with less lubricant used & less waste.
In recent years, the company has expanded operations
with an additional workshop facility, increased its global
distribution network to 70+ countries, increased personnel
from 15 full time employees to 24, and increased sales by
32%.
www.aands.international
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Photonex & Vacuum Expo 2019 Review Top 10

Photonex & Vacuum Expo 2019 Funded support available to
T

he Photonex Expo and Vacuum Expo were colocated at the Ricoh Arena, Coventry on 9-10
October 2019.
As the meeting place for the world’s greatest
scientific minds, Photonex 2019 attracted researchers
and engineers, in industry and academia, who came
together to examine new-to-market products,
research solutions, review current applications,
investigate future solutions and share knowledge.
The Vacuum Expo 2019 brought the whole supply
chain together under one roof, including supplier
companies, consultants, universities, science groups
and innovative newcomers. It enabled visitors
to research solutions, examine technologies and
investigate applications for numerous different uses

in research and industry.
What’s more, because it was live, visitors had
the chance to handle, touch and feel the latest
equipment, instruments, and components, as well as
watch live demonstrations.
Both the Photonex and Vacuum Expos will be
returning to Coventry’s Ricoh Arena on 7-8 October
2020. This is our pick of the best exhibitors from last
year’s show, listed here in alphabetical order: Edmund
Optics, LIG Nanowise, The University of Birmingham,
The University of Strathclyde & Vacuum Pump
Services Ltd. Further details can be found below.
www.photonex.org
www.vacuum-expo.com

help SMEs resolve advanced
measurement and test-related
challenges
T
he University of Birmingham’s Centre for
Innovation in Advanced Measurement in
Manufacturing (CIAMM) is proving successful in
helping SMEs explore ways of enhancing their
measurement practices, resulting in greater accuracy
and significant cost savings.
CIAMM, a three year project part-funded by the
European Regional Development Fund, was
developed to help SMEs improve product accuracy,
quality and reliability through delivering advanced
measurement, inspection and monitoring solutions,
inspired by quantum technologies.
Quantum technology can be difficult to understand,
as the traditional assumptions of Newtonian physics
do not apply. It relies on the behaviour of microscopic
particles, which can be in two places at once and

Edmund Optics
or customised, small quantities or large volume, for
various industries. With its headquarters in the US,
EO holds manufacturing sites in Asia, Europe and
the Americas and has a highly trained international
sales team and a strong global network. Edmund
Optics offers excellent service along the entire
value chain – from design to prototype to volume
production. With a global team of experts in optical
design and manufacturing, EO supports about
half a million customers and has what you need
to make your next project a success. The FUTURE
DEPENDS on OPTICS and EO is ready to support our
customers on that journey.

E

dmund Optics®, founded in 1942, is a leading
supplier of optics, imaging products and optical
components to industry. The company designs
and manufactures a wide array of prisms, lenses,
filters, coatings, imaging lenses, imaging systems,
opto-mechanical equipment and much more.
With a portfolio of over 34,000 products, EO has
an extensive inventory of optical components for
immediate delivery and offers products, standard

From machine vision, to 3D scanning, to laser
manufacturing, to many other applications – EO
can provide the optical components you need to
get the job done. Contact one of our applications
engineers today to get started.
Contact
T 01904 788600
sales@edmundoptics.eu
www.edmundoptics.eu

as such become very sensitive to the differences
between these places.
Whilst the University’s sensor developments focus on
gravity, magnetic, rotation and time, we also provide
a gateway to explore metrology services through our
relationship with NPL (National Physical Laboratory).
Furthermore, it opens the door for businesses to
engage in the emerging Quantum Technology supply
chain, which requires precise laser and optical delivery
technologies, vacuum systems and electronic control
solutions.
Contact Julian Moore at: j.d.moore.1@bham.ac.uk
or call 0121 415 9922 to discuss CIAMM funded
business support.

University of Strathclyde
demonstrates portable cold-atom
subsystem
T

he University of Strathclyde has been on the
road at events such as Photonex and the UK
Quantum Showcase demonstrating their compact
cold atom subsystem. This device, small enough to
fit in a shoebox, laser cools a million rubidium atoms
to a few-millionths of a degree above absolute zero,
requiring just 10W of electrical power and as little
as 20mW of laser power delivered by optical fibre.
This has been achieved by integrating a diffractive
optical element (vastly simplifying the laser cooling
optics into a single beam onto a planar optic) into
a compact ultra-high vacuum system. The device
created then is effectively a quantum subsystem,
which could be used as a starting point in a quantum
sensor.

been tackling the challenge of creating compact
and robust components for laser cooling, so that
these quantum sensors really can be taken out
of the lab and into the real world, or in this case
a conference hall! This work has been done in
collaboration with Kelvin Nanotechnology and
TMD Technologies.
oliver.burrow@strath.ac.uk

With a source of cold atoms, quantum
measurements of unprecedented precision can
be made of things such as time, inertial forces,
gravitational fields, and even be used as a quantum
memory storage. The University of Strathclyde has

Leading vacuum pump service company
V
acuum Pump Services Ltd is a leading
vacuum pump service company, offering
a quality and speedy service at an affordable
rate.

Established near Bristol, the company offers
a wide range of services to vacuum pump
users across all industries. It supplies new
and reconditioned vacuum pumps, including
those from DVP (Italy). Indeed, VPS staff
has a longstanding relationship with DVP,
promoting and distributing their reliable,
robust and keenly priced products across
the country. In addition to this, VPS Ltd offers
onsite servicing, offsite servicing, pump
hire, spares, oil and fluids for a wide range of
vacuum pumps.
VPS Ltd has since expanded its operations,

L

IG Nanowise build industry leading
super-resolution optical microscopes
that are empowering researchers in the
semiconductor and advanced materials
industries. Using their patented SuperResolution Microsphere Amplifying
Lens (SMAL) LIG Nanowise’s optical
microscopes can resolve features at sub
100nm resolution non-destructively and
in full colour. Their flagship microscope,
the Nanoro M, combines the world
leading optical resolution of SMAL with a
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and now boasts three locations in the UK,
offering greater and more convenient
geographic coverage for its customers.

All three facilities are set up to completely
strip, rebuild and test vacuum pumps – dry
pumps include Leybold SP and Edwards GV
pumps. Oil lubricated pumps covered include
Stokes, Leybold, Edwards, Aerzen, Becker,
Kinney, Varian, Pfeiffer plus many more.

level and every rebuild will come with a full
and detailed report.
T 01454 803388
enquiries@vacpumpservices.co.uk
www.vacpumpservices.co.uk

VPS Ltd also offers preventative maintenance
plans, vacuum calibration services, vacuum
leak detection, diffusion pump servicing,
filtration systems and flushing systems.
Its experts, who have over 140 years’ joint
experience in vacuum, can offer advice on
upgrades, pumping problems and prolonging
pump life. All works are carried to the highest

nanometric scanning stage and best-inclass image stitching to help researchers
and engineers view their samples at neverbefore-seen levels of optical resolution and
magnification.
LIG Nanowise are actively looking for
collaborations to expand the use of their
ground-breaking technology: “There is
incredible potential for the technology
across a range of fields. At LIG Nanowise
we are always looking for new partnerships

with others looking to push the boundaries
of what they can do. We want to help
whoever we can with our super-resolution
imaging capabilities, and we encourage
anyone who thinks they may see an
application in their own technology to get
in touch.” – Daniel Lonsdale, CTO
Contact
T 0161 342 0515
enquiry@lig-nanowise.com
www.lig-nanowise.com

is sponsored by Springpack – see them on page 3

Plastics & Rubber News

Processing & conveying components and equipment

M

AGOG Industries is a well-established
designer, manufacturer and supplier of
processing, mixing and conveying screws
and barrels. The company’s head office and
manufacturing facility is in Ware, Hertfordshire,
where its engineering and production operations
are based.
“One of our key advantages is that we design

everything to meet our customers’ specific
processing and production requirements,” explained
John Allsop, Director. “Our three core competencies
run through everything we do: process experience,
manufacturing expertise & engineering excellence.”
Magog Industries offers a comprehensive service
from project management to on site maintenance
services, maintaining total customer confidence

thanks to its expert capabilities.
“Our Engineering and Sales staff have extensive
knowledge of the applications our products are used
for and our production personnel are experienced
specialists in our manufacturing techniques, this
combination of knowledge and skills ensures from
concept to completion projects are delivered with
our customers unique requirements and quality at

Health & Safety News

the forefront of our activities.”
MAGOG own specialist manufacturing facility
is complimented by supplier partnerships with
companies who are at the leading edge in their
sectors. In addition to new parts the company also
offer refurbishment of pre-used parts which can
provide a more cost-effective option compared to
manufactured replacement parts.
Recognised as one of the UK’s leading suppliers
of Screws and Barrels for Plastic, Rubber and
associated industries. Drawing upon years of
experience to offer screw designs and processing
technologies from single start compression
screws, through to a wide range of mixing
elements. The company are specialists in parallel
and conical twin screws, offering a range of
designs suitable for pipe, profile, sheet and
compounding applications.
Most of these screws are manufactured from high
quality nitriding steel which provides a good
base for alternative coatings and hard facings
specifications for processing different polymer
types and grades.
The fabricated screw conveyors are designed
and manufactured to suit specific material types
and density, flow characteristics and processing
requirements.

“Many of our clients are processing very abrasive
or corrosive materials. We’ve been focusing
heavily on surface treatments including ceramics,
high density chrome plating and HVOF applied
materials which provide improved performance
and increased service life. We will be continuing to
innovate and develop our skills to ensure we are
always offering the most up to date and highest
quality services.”
In addition to components the company supplies
a range of Plastic Extrusion Machines and
processing lines to produce profile, pipe and sheet
products along with plastic recycling systems.
“We have increased our activity in complete
machine and systems supply especially in
the areas of plastic extrusion and have been
successful with screw conveying systems,” John
concluded. If you would like to find out more
information on how MAGOG Industries can help
you, head to the website or get in touch using the
contact details below.
T +44 (0)1920 465201
enquiries@magog.co.uk
www.magog.co.uk

is sponsored by Curtis Instruments – see them on page 20
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Organisation of the Year

Industrial Process and
I

ndustrial Process News is proud to announce
that PI UK has been selected as our
Organisation of the Year. PI UK is part of
PROFIBUS & PROFINET International (PI), the
largest automation community in the world
responsible for PROFIBUS and PROFINET, the
two most important enabling technologies in
automation today.

Established in Germany in 1989 by a group of
leading equipment manufacturers and technical
universities, the organisation had the goal of
helping German industry automate as many
production processes as possible and link them
effectively to IT management systems. PI UK was set
up in 1993 in order to bring these technologies and
related products to the UK.
PI works closely with other automation
organisations to develop and enhance
international standards that improve
productivity while keeping energy
consumption and waste to an absolute
minimum. The organisation manages
and monitors the certification process for
testing products and training installers,
designers and engineers.

How to learn more about PI
technologies
PI UK is organising a number of free-toattend training opportunities this year.
The first will be taking place on 28 April
at the National Motorcycle Museum,
Birmingham, with others planned for
Glasgow (May) and Belfast (June). These
events are designed to address the key
practical issues arising from the use of
digital communications technologies in
automated manufacturing and process
industry applications, paying particular
attention to Industry 4.0 and the Industrial
Internet of Things (IIoT).
Covering key application areas such as
control systems and energy management,
pulp & paper, chemical, utilities,

ithout a doubt, PI’s technologies
bring substantial benefits to an
astounding number of companies.
For example:
n Coca-Cola – Since 2011, CocaCola has been using PROFIBUS DP
to manage their entire production
line – from the bottle washer to
filler to labeller to packer, in their
Mannheim, Germany production
plant.
n General Electric – GE employs
PROFINET in its power generation
businesses to monitor and
produce electricity for utilities and
their customers around the world.
n Shell – Cost savings of 50% were
achieved during the installation of
Shell’s Hamburg, Germany plant
due to the use of PROFIBUS to
minimize wiring and hardware. It
currently blends 350,000 tons of
oil per year using PROFIBUS PA.
There are numerous examples of how
PROFIBUS and PROFINET are being
used to save energy, cost and other
resources, and Industrial Process
News got the chance to speak to
a couple of companies about the
benefits they’ve gained from using
them.
One such company is Ross-Shire
Engineering (RSE), which is using
PROFIBUS to enable the design and
construction of its modular water

treatment products. RSE is a specialist
engineering service company,
with expertise in modular build
projects in controlled environments.
The company helps to limit
environmental and HSE risk to its
clients with an innovative approach
to water treatment, and is active in
numerous industries including water
utilities, renewable, oil & gas and
industrial sectors.
RSE’s MEICA team is made up of 31
Electrical and 21 Mechanical Design
Engineers. These are backed up by a
software/systems integration team
who are 23 strong, and the company
is a senior member of PI UK. RSE has
hosted many certified PROFIBUS
and PROFINET training courses at
its facilities, and currently has a total
of 39 certified PROFIBUS installers
and six certified PROFIBUS engineers
actively deployed across its projects.
In addition, RSE has a small team
certified in PROFINET installation and
engineering.
“We have been using PROFIBUS in
our projects for around eight years,”
explained Neal Dudley, Electrical
Engineering Manager at RSE.
“Generally, the PROFIBUS network
provides the communication
between our field devices (or
Remote I/O) and our plant PLC(s). The
network architecture is developed
and detailed by our engineers,
before being installed, tested
and commissioned by our own
installation teams.”
The PROFIBUS network architecture
is providing a wealth of benefits
throughout RSE’s operations, as Neal
explained. “It greatly reduces our
installation time for our modular
plants. It also allows us to reduce the
footprint of our plants due to the
reduced volume of cabling when
compared to traditional multicore/
pair cables.
“Many of our modular treatment
plants are built up of several separate
modules (TTUs), which are fabricated
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Topics will include:
n Introduction to PI Group – including highlights of
new supported technologies
n An overview of the Group’s structure and global
representation, taking a look at the protocol
basics and their benefits to UK industry
n PROFINET network design
n The fundamental principles of good network
design and the main factors that must be
considered at the design stage of an automation
system
n Network gateway technology
n Presentation and demonstration of network
gateway technology, PROFINET to Profibus DP,
PA, IO-Link and OPC UA
n Industrial network commissioning and testing
n Learn how to simplify the process of testing, how
to prevent network failures and resolve cable and
network issues faster
n PROFIBUS and PROFINET device configuration
tools
n A look at the available tools and FDI with a live
demonstration of PROFIBUS and PROFINET
device configuration
n Industrial networks safety & security
n The basics of legislation and responsibilities for
cybersecurity, safety and functional safety for

Industrial Automation
n Update on Industry 4.0, IIoT, TSN and APL
n Explanation of IIoT, IND4.0 and Big Data, and how
PROFINET is placed as the ideal network to fulfil
the above
Supported by an exhibition with demonstrations of
actual tools used in configuration and maintenance,
these seminars will be of great value to Designers,
Production/System Engineers, Instrument
Technicians/Engineers and C&I Engineers involved
in the design, operation and maintenance of
modern automated factories and process plant.
More information and online registration:
Birmingham, April 28 – http://bit.ly/PUK28April
Glasgow, May 27 – http://bit.ly/PIUKScotland
Belfast, June 23 – http://bit.ly/PIUKBelfast
Due to the spread of the coronavirus, there is
a strong possibility that one or more of these
events may be postponed, but please do not let
this deter you from registering as PI UK will keep
all pre-registered delegates informed of changes
In case of difficulty, contact Ann on
0207 193 8018 or email: admin@profibus.org.uk

PROCENTEC

Ross-Shire Engineering
W

pharmaceutical, mechanical
handling and logistics, robotics,
automotive engineering, electrical
and electronics assembly,
packaging and printing, they focus
on the practical aspects of using
PROFINET, PROFIBUS and IO-Link,
from system design and safety &
security considerations through to
fault-finding and maintenance.

P

ROCENTEC has an acute focus on the development
and manufacture of automation products for
PROFIBUS, PROFINET, Industrial Ethernet and Ethernet/IP,
supplying innovative solutions, training and consultancy
to the industrial automation market.

and tested in our large purpose
built modular assembly facility in
Muir of Ord. Once tested, these
modules are separated to be shipped
to site before being re-connected
and commissioned. PROFIBUS
architecture allows us to significantly
reduce the time taken to separate
the modules electrically, but also
reconnect and commission. The
modular approach in construction
requires careful optimisation of space.
By utilising PROFIBUS, our engineers
and in-house 3D BIM modelling team,
in conjunction with Saftronics, are
able optimise the control system
design and reduce the footprint of
our MCCs and control panels.”
Recently, RSE delivered 12 modules
to Invermoriston on the shores
of Loch Ness, which make up the
water treatment works (based on
nanofiltration [nF] technology) for
a new regional works on behalf of
Scottish Water. The control system
is based on a Siemens S7-1500 PLC,
and uses 40 Procentec Profi-hubs
distributed around the different
modules, with 162 nodes (devices)
across four separate networks. This
is just the latest of around 30 similar
nF treatment plants that RSE has
delivered, and a video of the modules
being delivered can be seen here:
www.facebook.com/scottishwater/
videos/787315711750107

PROCENTEC is dedicated to ensuring network stability,
and is constantly challenging itself to find the best
and easiest to use solutions. Some of its products are
unparalleled in today’s market. ProfiTrace, for example, is
the company’s mobile troubleshooting and maintenance
tool, which has established itself as one of the most
pioneering and essential tools available to engineers.
In addition to this, the ProfiHub has become a widely
accepted solution for ensuring a reliable network
infrastructure.
“We teach our customers how to maintain their networks,
which includes online and onsite services, as well as
developing specific diagnostic tools for clients,” said Elco
Docter, Support Coordinator. “We also offer ongoing
maintenance of clients’ diagnostic tools, which gives
them a warning before the entire network shuts down to
minimise downtime.”
These tools have been developed by PROCENTEC as a
predictive maintenance solution to help clients keep
things running. It is installed on the PROFIBUS/PROFINET
network, and sends an email if there is an alert on the
network. These have been installed across the UK, Europe
and the USA, with continued

global expansion on the horizon.
Recently, PROCENTEC worked with a large logistics
company to help with their PROFIBUS and PROFINET
network. “In January 2019, I joined my English colleague
in Manchester, where a large logistics company was
looking for a predictive maintenance tool for their
PROFIBUS and PROFINET network. As well as purchasing
our tools, the company also asked us to perform a health
check on their system, which involved inspecting 12
sites across the UK and another 15 across Europe. Every
PROCENTEC office was involved in this; we all helped
each other and worked as one big team to ensure the
project was completed.
“We’ve got offices all across Europe, so we’re not just
focused on our Head Office in the Netherlands; we work
across the world to ensure customers receive the best
support and service possible.”

In addition to this, through RSE’s
senior membership of PI UK, it is
delighted to be able to host certified
PROFIBUS or PROFINET training at its
facilities across Scotland.

Moving forward, PROCENTEC will be expanding its
range of diagnostic tools, having initially worked with
PROFIBUS, before moving on to PROFINET. “We are
continuously staying up to date with customers’ needs.
Currently, we’re developing a tool to check multiple
Ethernet protocols in a network, and watching the
marketplace to see where we can improve and what
problems we can solve.”

For any general enquiries, contact
Neal Dudley on 01463 870049
neal.dudley@ross-eng.com
www.ross-eng.com

If you would like more information on everything
PROCENTEC has to offer, head to the website at:
www.procentec.com or get in touch via phone at
+31(0)174-671 800 or email at: info@procentec.com

is sponsored by Springpack – see them on page 3
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Automation Experts
Audi
I

n order to avoid unplanned downtimes, which slow
down production, production companies are looking
for ways to implement preventative maintenance. This
often comes with the challenge of accessing the data
that indicates the flaw, and then processing it in a such a
way that it can be used. Audi offers an experience-based
example of how these challenges can be addressed by
combining PROFINET and OPC UA.
At the Audi Neckarsulm site, A4, A6, A7, A8, R8 and A5
Cabrio model Audis are assembled by around 2,500
industrial robots. Each individual system is controlled
via a PLC. The actual value creation takes place at the
robot, which is why access to robot data is so important.
In addition to the large number of plants involved, the
various different production methods used also make
data access and evaluation more difficult.
In the Audi architecture, OPC UA and MQTT are used as
the means of transport for data, which is routed to an

To Audi, premium automobile quality means
high quality vehicle bodies created using
efficient production systems and new hightech solutions; increasing digitisation is
clearing the path for smart factories

in Neckarsulm is the in-line measurement system for
the feeding of rivets over a highly flexible hose from
the filling area to the riveting tool on a robot arm. The
challenge here lies with the rivet closure speed, which
is relatively high at 20 metres per second. The hose
had to be replaced sometime between the 500,000th

Audi is optimising quality control at the
pressing plant using artificial intelligence

edge layer over which a big data platform is located.
Applications like diagnostic analytics for condition
monitoring and predictive analytics for condition-based
maintenance can be placed on top of this.
This path is also set out in the PROFINET OPC UA
companion specification, whose essential content
includes the collection and presentation of asset
management and diagnostic data. For this purpose,
asset and diagnostic data from the devices employed
today are collected in a system controller through
existing PROFINET services and delivered to higher-level
instances by means of OPC UA. PROFINET’s openness
makes it possible, for instance, to add sensors with
an OPC UA interface which send their data directly to
corresponding cloud services or edge gateways without
needing to tediously reconstruct the automation
solution. This makes it possible to implement innovative
diagnostic methods, even in existing systems.
In practical implementation, one thing becomes clear:
in applications where a combination of PROFINET and
OPC UA has already been introduced, the advantages
quickly took effect. A good example at the Audi site

Audi A8: Installation of the panorama glass
roof at the Neckarsulm site

Audi A8: Installation of the CFRP rear wall at
the Neckarsulm site

and 1 millionth rivets, necessitating 20 to 30 minutes
downtime for each change.
Now, since the implementation of PROFINET with
OPC UA, the hose no longer has to be replaced during
production, but rather at a more convenient time. To
achieve this, the team created a time series analysis for
detecting wear in the rivet feeding hose. Implementation
was relatively easy – more air flows through the hose
as soon as the smallest porous spots crop up. These
results are recorded, forwarded to PROFINET via OPC UA
at the same time and visualized. Now every employee
has the ability to find out about events taking place on
the lowest level and take action faster, even without an
additional cable.
Contact details for PI UK:
T 02081 449 597
uk@profibus.com
https://uk.profibus.com
www.profibusgroup.com

An intelligent combination of four different
materials will be used for the first time in the
body structure of the next generation Audi
A8; this also affects the company’s future
automation strategy

Office & Environmental Technology Company of the Month

Great products, great people
I

ndustrial Process News is proud to announce
that HSM (UK) has been selected as our Office
& Environmental Technology Company of the
Month.
Established in 1971 by Herman Schwelling, HSM has
expanded significantly over the last few decades and
now has six subsidiaries worldwide (Spain, France,
UK, Poland, USA, China) in addition to its three sites in
Germany.
HSM develops, produces and sells products and systems
for compressing materials and shredding paper and
electronic data media. The company’s environmental
technology portfolio includes vertical and horizontal
baling presses with a pressing force from 3 to 70 tons,
as well as semi-automatic and fully automatic channel
baling presses with up to 150 tons of pressing force.
Furthermore, HSM produces various special solutions for
the emptying, perforating, crushing and compressing

of PET bottles. Powerful machines for shredding large
volumes of data, such as document shredders and hard
disk shredders, offer an economical complement to
the service portfolio of a professional waste disposal
company.
When using an HSM baler, customers can expect a
wealth of benefits, including energy efficiency, cost
savings and high durability. Furthermore, frequency
controlled drives on the heavy-duty channel balers
preserve the machine and ensure efficient use of
the unit. HSM’s solutions result in up to 95% volume
reduction, offering excellent value for money with
‘Made in Germany’ product quality.
One of HSM’s latest developments in its baling press
range is the cross-strapping unit for the fully automatic
large channel balers. During the design process of
the unit, HSM paid special attention to user-friendly
accessibility and the handling of the wire and the
unit. Thanks to this cross-strapping unit, the bales can

be strapped five times horizontally and four times
vertically with wire binding. This kind of cross-strapping
is particularly used for expansive materials, such as
foils, and also for hard plastic, making it the perfect
solution for the growing demands on plastic sorting
and recycling. Additionally, cross-strapping prevents
small plastic parts from falling out of the pressed bale.
To process less expansive material, such as cardboard
boxes, cross-strapping can be easily switched off, which
saves strapping wire.
We exhibited recently at two shows in the UK and
the shows went very well as especially our cardboard
perforating machine, the HSM ProfiPack P425,
generated a very high interest. With the new design and
new technology we achieved a well price performance
ratio and many customers recognise the benefit of the
product – convert old cardboard shipping boxes into
new packaging material at zero cost. This solutions
avoids using and sourcing cost intensive bubble wrap
or any other packaging material and contributes
consequently in the protection of the environment.
Thanks to the steadfast dedication of the firm’s staff,
HSM is undoubtedly a market leader in environmental
technology and office equipment solutions. With
a workforce of nearly 900 employees and over 100
service and sales support points across the globe,

HSM serves thousands of customers worldwide. The
company’s philosophy of ‘Great Products, Great People’
runs through all of HSM’s operations, with the ‘Made in
Germany’ quality found not just in HSM’s products, but
also its processes and relationships between staff and
customers.
If you would like to find out more information on
everything HSM has to offer, head to the website or get
in touch using the contact details below.
T 01543 272480
sales.uk@hsm.eu
http://uk.hsm.eu

is sponsored by Curtis Instruments – see them on page 20
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Lab Innovations Review Top 20

Lab Innovations 2019
L

ab Innovations is the UK’s only event dedicated
to the laboratory industry, and it celebrated its
eighth edition on 30-31 October 2019. This event
broke all records, attracting 3,860 attendees, an
impressive 24% increase on the previous year, which
made it the largest Lab Innovations to date. Over
160 exhibitors displayed a diverse and innovative
product offering to visitors from more sectors than
ever before, emphasising the event’s status as the
UK’s largest annual trade exhibition dedicated to the
entire laboratory industry.
Each year the event is complemented by a free-

to-attend programme of inspiring CPD accredited
seminars, engaging show features and numerous
networking opportunities, giving visitors the chance
to build relationships with key industry peers. What’s
more, every year, hundreds of products are launched
at the event, offering the chance to get first access to
and discover products which are true cutting edge
solutions.
This year’s event will take place on 4-5 November
at the NEC, Birmingham, and promises to be even
bigger than last year’s, so be sure to book your place
soon. This is our pick of the best exhibitors from
last year’s show, listed here in alphabetical order:
A&D, Appleton Woods Ltd, Avidity Science, Bios
Analytique, Containment Technology Services, Cool
Repair Scientific, Gironex Ltd, GPE Scientific, Haier
Biomedical, Klick Laboratories, Merck, Priorclave &
SciMed Ltd. Further details can be found on this page
and the next.

Autoclave range improves lab
sterilising efficiency
E

stablished energy efficiency and proven reliability
make the Priorclave QCS range of horizontal cylindrical
chamber autoclaves one of the most popular series of
steam sterilizers currently available.
They are proving themselves around the world as the
ideal steriliser in many diverse sectors. Visit the fall range
on Priorclave’s new web site (www.priorclave.com) which
highlights the many and varied business sectors that these
robust laboratory autoclaves are currently in use.

The very latest models in the QCS front loading autoclave
range incorporate new advanced technology including the
very latest version of the Priorclave TACTROL®3 controller.
This is a significant up-grade, the new user interface
features a hi-res digital display screen and offers a more
streamlined approach to programming the sterilising
settings.
Introducing a Priorclave QCS laboratory autoclave and
research steriliser into any laboratory will enable it to
improve throughput and reduce running costs.

www.lab-innovations.com

Containment Technology Services
W
orldwide Specialists in Design, Construction
and Commissioning of Laboratory Containment
Systems.

CAD Modelling by Solidworks certified professionals
and training on containment awareness and safe
weighing.

Containment Technology Services (CTS) designs,
constructs and commissions mobile and bench
mounted laboratory fume hood cabinets and safety
containment systems to the pharmaceutical industry.
CTS pride themselves on being able to understand
both the laboratory process and the containment
applications required to provide the best balance of
safety and productivity.

CTS laboratory containment systems are 100% British
designed, manufactured and supplied worldwide
from their Portsmouth facility.

CTS specialise on the manufacture of custom built
systems and undertake projects from small portable
devices to large scale containment solutions. In
addition, CTS range of laboratory safety cabinets
includes safe handling environments for the
manipulation of potent drug compounds such as:

Contact
www.containment-technology.co.uk

n
n
n
n
n

CTS are 2019 winners of the prestigious Queen’s
award for innovation. The company are also ISO9001
certified and all their systems are British and European
standard compliant.

T +44 (0) 20 8316 6620
sales@priorclave.co.uk
www.priorclave.co.uk

Appleton Woods Ltd
A
ppleton Woods is a SME family-owned business
with over 50 years’ experience of supplying
quality laboratory equipment, consumables and life
science reagents.
Appleton Woods Mission
n Innovative, high quality products
n Strong technical support
n Sustainable and ethical sourcing
n Competitive pricing
n Exemplary Customer Service
Appleton Woods has a growing number of its own
high-quality Appleton branded products as well as
supplying equipment and consumables from over 60
manufacturers from around the world.

Powder weighing enclosures
Instrument enclosures
Ventilated laboratory cabinets
Isolator systems
Temperature and humidity controlled cabinets.

The QCS range includes laboratory autoclaves with 100, 150
and 200 litre stainless steel sterilising chambers. Designed
and manufactured by British company Priorclave, they
have created a range that offers a larger diameter sterilising
chamber than found in most cylindrical chamber designs
yet achieve a compact overall build, keeping footprint to an
absolute minimum. This affords organisation with limited
floor space the opportunity still to invest in a fully featured
laboratory autoclave and take advantage of their potential
for savings on energy and water usage, key for those where
stringent budgetary control is essential.

and Mini Vortex mixer as well as our extensive
range of liquid handling products and brand-new
Appleton centrifuge tubes. One of our most popular
products was from our supplier BioEcho GmbH who
manufacture an innovative and sustainable way to
perform everyday DNA extraction.
We look forward participating in Lab Innovations
2020!
Please contact us for more information:
T 0121 458 7740
info@appletonwoods.co.uk
www.appletonwoods.co.uk

We have distribution partnerships with leading
manufacturers such as Corning, Sterilin and Zeiss, so
our comprehensive product range can fulfil all of our
customers’ laboratory supply needs.

CTS provide end-to-end containment solutions
ensuring that project requirements are met at
every stage of the process. CTS Services include:
Consultancy, Commissioning, Design and
Manufacture of Bespoke Systems, Servicing, IQOQ, 3D

We have been exhibiting at Lab Innovations for
several years and it’s fair to say that 2019 was our best
yet. We showcased some of our Appleton benchtop
laboratory equipment such as the Mini Centrifuge

Innovative tech for
clinical production
G

ironex Ltd, a UK-based
technology company,
launches its range of innovative
AI powered automated precision
powder dispensing systems
designed for routine Pharma and
Speciality Chemicals, R&D and
manufacturing applications.
The Gironex Cube a compact and
efficient system for laboratory
R&D teams working in nonregulated environments, who
need the flexibility to prepare
samples, for formulation
screening, compound libraries, or
analytical samples, accurately and
reproducibly.
Gironex Cube PLUS is specifically
designed to meet the needs of

regulated Pharma and Healthcare
environments who require
precision and efficiency as well as
data integrity and security for the
manufacture of small to medium
batches of clinical product.

B

Compact and flexible, these
systems incorporate AI powder
dispensing technology, which
learns from each dispense,
providing users with an easy
to use, flexible and precise
dispensing system, making
repetitive powder dispensing
simple and efficient.

ios Analytique specialises
in the Rental & Leasing
of Life Science & Chemical
Analysis instruments to
Laboratories throughout
Europe, with offices in the UK,
France, Germany & Spain

Contact
T +44 (0)1353 667394
info@gironex.com
www.gironex.com

Over the years we have
developed a range of flexible
solutions, modern, innovative
and designed to meet all of
your requirements.
Our 10 years as a distributor
of Analytical instrumentation,
supplies & consumables
together with 25 years of
providing Finance has given
us unrivaled technical &
sales Expertise within the
laboratory market allowing
us to provide unique Flexible
solutions that classic leasing
Companies cannot offer!
More than just financing, we
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invest in the equipment to
make a potential deal from
any kind of budget.
We offer:
n A single point of contact
for all your lab equipment
n Commercial support by
a financial expert with a
background in Science
n A written Financial offer
within 48/72 hours
n A simplified administrative
& invoicing process
Finance is not only about
lending money,
it’s about solutions that will
create value & grow your
business!
For further information
on the finance packages
available to you please
contact us on:
T +44 (0)1354 693311
rental@bios-analytique.com

is sponsored by Springpack – see them on page 3
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SciMed Ltd

Serving the global scientific
research & healthcare industries
S

S

ciMed Ltd is one of the largest distributors of scientific
instrumentation in the UK offering the broadest
range of elemental analysis solutions as well as materials
characterising solutions. SciMed Ltd now employs 28
members of staff covering product specialists, field service
engineers and back office staff.
SciMed Ltd celebrated its 40th birthday during Lab
Innovations. SciMed Ltd supplies research centres, quality
control laboratories and technical centres across all UK
industries with its comprehensive range of products. SciMed
offers solutions primarily for elemental analysis, process
chemistry, environmental and pharmaceutical solutions.
During Lab Innovation, SciMed displayed many of the
systems it sells and was able to demonstrate that the broad
range of systems sold shows that there is a solution relevant
to any laboratory no matter the industry.

T 0161 442 9963
enquiries@scimed.co.uk
www.scimed.co.uk

Leading laboratory equipment
supplier

erving the scientific research
and healthcare industries on
a global scale, Avidity Science
distributes laboratory equipment,
supplies and consumables which
are well-trusted across the industry.
The company boasts decades of
experience in the purification and
distribution of water, as well as the
supply and maintenance of premium
laboratory equipment, expertise
which is underpinned by a strong
commitment to quality, integrity and
safety.

including NuAire Inc. and Systec
GmbH, for which the company is
the exclusive dealer in the UK. The
company offers a full range of CO₂
incubators, Class II Cabinets, Laminar
Flow Cabinets, Laboratory Autoclaves,
Media Preparators, Laboratory
Labelling Systems, Cleaning
Chemicals and Pipettes.

Furthermore, Avidity Science has
strong partnerships with some of
the best companies in the industry,

Contact
T 01844 201142
www.avidityscience.com/en_gb

If you would like to find out more
information, head to the website or
get in touch using the contact details
below.

PE Scientific is an award winning leading supplier,
manufacturer and distributor of laboratory equipment,
glass blowing equipment and custom made glass
components for the industrial, laboratory and research
markets.

Laboratory furniture design &
refurbishment

GPE Scientific was originally established in 1962 and has
gained irrefutable industry expertise throughout its 50
years of experience in the manufacturing of precision glass
materials for industry, laboratory and research companies.

K

G

As the company is the owner and manufacturer of the
J Young brand and is the only UK distributor for Norell,
Nanalysis & Chemglass; GPE Scientific is highly skilled and
has extensive knowledge of custom glassware projects,
process reactor systems and airfree equipment.
GPE Scientific provides a personalised service and is always
on hand to listen and advise its customers about their
equipment requirements and find solutions for the most
challenging problems in laboratories. The company also
provides demonstrations and loan of its equipment if the

customer requires, ensuring they provide customers with the
best service.
The company distributes in Chemistry, Life Science and
medical university department and companies throughout
both the UK and Ireland.
Contact
T 01525 382277
www.gpescientific.co.uk

Accurate automated highspeed filling, dosing and
check-weighing solutions
F

The AD4212C has proven its efficiency
worldwide in a variety of high speed
and precision production applications
as such as battery filling, inkjet
cartridges, and medical capsule filling.

ounded in 1977, A&D has been
a brand leader in the weighing
industry for more than 40 years.
With 22 subsidiaries worldwide, this
Japanese company has a reputation for
innovation, design and quality.
As well as a wide range of industrial
and laboratory weighing solutions
(such as balances, scales, platforms,
Moisture Analysers, Viscometers and
Mass comparators), A&D provide an
extensive portfolio of production
Weighing System Products.
The industry trusted Weighing System
range includes the market leading
AD4212C, just part of their extended

family of high-speed weighing sensors
for production environments.
Combining a compact design and
fast stabilisation speed (0.5secs) as
well as offering models with a wide
range of capacities (up to 6,200g) and
resolutions (up to 0.1mg), the AD4212C
is IP65 rated for use in difficult dusty
and wet environments.

A&D – the ideal choice for accurate
automated high-speed filling, dosing
and check-weighing solutions.
For more information on our range
of weighing solutions, please
contact the A&D team:
+44 (0)1235 550420 or email:
info@andprecision.com or visit:
www.andprecision.com
Follow us on LinkedIn and YouTube!

Meet the latest innovation in
water purification
T

he latest Milli-Q® water system is being described
as “the ultimate lab water solution”. The new
Milli-Q® IQ 7003/05/10/15 system is a fully integrated
and modern water purification solution capable of
delivering superior quality pure and ultrapure water
directly from a tap water source.
For utmost precision, the system combines
optimised water purification with unique monitoring
technologies.
Patented features include: advanced RO, time-saving
Elix® EDI technology, online A10® TOC monitoring,
mercury-free ech2o® UV lamps, and high-efficiency
IPAK purification cartridges. A range of ApplicationPaks are available for removing targeted contaminants
at the dispenser.
The system aims to improve lab productivity through
ease of use. Intuitive touchscreens and convenient
Q-POD® ultrapure and E-POD® pure water dispensers
give rapid and convenient access to pressurised water
throughout the lab. Plus, powerful and integrated

lick Laboratories is a highly reputable provider of
cutting edge laboratory furniture for a variety of
disciplines including research, industrial, healthcare and
university environments. In our 38 years of delivering
successful projects we have developed a reputation for
offering excellent service, from furniture design and
installation through to full laboratory refurbishments.
This year’s stand at Lab Innovations featured our latest
furniture designs, demonstrating the benefits of mobile
furniture and quick connect service fittings. Flexibility
is key in a modern laboratory and our furniture systems
have been designed to facilitate the changing needs of
today’s research and industrial laboratories. Visitors were
keen to hear about how to improve workflow and make
efficiencies. We also offered advice on worktop choice
and chemical resistance.
n Free design consultation with our experienced
laboratory designers
n Latest Revit 3D visuals
n Specialist analysis of service requirements for a

streamlined & efficient workspace
n Robust & functional furniture at an extremely
competitive price
n High calibre proactive project management team
n UK manufacturing & flexible service
n Optional complete turnkey laboratory refurbishment
If you would like more details on our laboratory
furniture, we would be happy to help with any
queries. Please visit: https://klicktechnology.co.uk/
laboratories
T 0161 998 9726
sales@klicktechnology.co.uk

Haier Biomedical
Haier Biomedical offers a wide range of equipment
suitable for the industrial laboratory environment, with
UK stock and UK sales and service support.
We manufacture and supply ATEX rated refrigeration for
the safe storage of flammable or volatile substances used
within many different laboratories, testing and research
facilities. The units, developed in-house, offer 360°
internal explosion protection and are fully compliant and
certified to the ATEX II C-T6 EU standard.
ATEX range cabinet design features include low noise,
microprocessor control with LED temperature display,
visual and audible alarms, remote alarm contacts and
dual lock facility. Units come with castors and levelling
feet to ensure the unit is easy to move and secure
in place. Warning labels alert users about the safe
operation.

As compliance and critical asset monitoring are essential
within many laboratories, we offer complete end-to-end
industrial IoT, monitoring and control solutions for the
industrial and laboratory sector.

Also available is a wide range of cold storage solutions
including +2~8°C, -20°C, -40°C, -80°C and liquid nitrogen
tanks, as well as laminar flow and safety cabinets.

T 01932 780070
sales@haierbiomedical.co.uk
www.haierbiomedical.co.uk

Cool Repair Scientific
L

ab Innovations was an exciting opportunity for
Cool Repair Scientific to showcase its new range of
DAIHAN UniFreez™ and DuoFreez™ ULT freezers.

data management makes it simpler and faster to
manage water system data and ensure traceability.
Sustainable design features include mercury-free UV
lamps, water- and energy-saving technologies, a more
compact size for reduced plastic waste, and paperless
data management. Plus Elix® EDI eliminates the need
for chemical regeneration procedures.
To discover the features that make the MilliQ® IQ 7003/05/10/15 system the ultimate lab
water solution, visit: www.SigmaAldrich.com/
Milli-Q-IQ7003-05-10-15

Cool Repair Scientific is a leading, specialist refrigeration
company supporting the entire lifecycle of laboratory
fridges and freezers. Offering maintenance, servicing,
repairs and calibration services for all varieties of
refrigeration equipment, Cool Repair Scientific also
offers new and reconditioned freezers sales.
On display were the UniFreez™ U800 single compressor,
796-litre capacity ULT freezer and DuoFreez™ U700, 714litre capacity ULT freezer with dual compressors.
Both offer low energy consumption rates with the
latter model also offering higher operational stability.
Using a dual compressor system, ie. two compressors,
DuoFreez™ U700 users enjoy quicker temperature
recovery as well as the contingency of a ‘back up’
compressor in the event one fails. This is the case for all
DuoFreez™ models.

All DAIHAN UniFreez™ and DuoFreez™ models boast
full-touch screen controllers providing users an intuitive
interface. Also included, the Smart-Lab™ System which
offers remote control, self-diagnosis and a real-time
monitoring system via the App and website.
MTS Cryo Stores, a sister company of Cool Repair
Scientific, was also present promoting its secure,
offsite sample storage, sample inventory management,
biobanking and disaster recovery solutions.
Contact
T 0115 975 3743
info@coolrepair.co.uk
www.coolrepair.co.uk

is sponsored by Curtis Instruments – see them on page 20
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Inspiration &
innovation

3D Time of Flight (ToF) platform now enabled
I

n 2019 at the EDS Show Arrow Electronics in conjunction
with Analog Devices was demonstrating 3 products new
to the market. One of these was the 3DToF (AD-96TOF1-EBZ)
platform. The platform is designed to give users flexibility in
applying the platform in various use cases for technology
evaluation and rapid prototyping for both hardware design
and software development. Built on industry standard
96Boards form factor, the modular platform gives a small
package that can be easily built into proof of concepts.
The 3DToF platform will operate across industrial operating
specifications. The solution includes VGA resolution that

depth in strong ambient light conditions, and an algorithm for
interference cancellation.
The Analog Devices depth compute chip controls the timing
of the analog front end (AFE) – from CCD shutter control
to laser firing. Data is fed from the Panasonic CCD Sensor
through the Analog Devices Time of Flight Sensor to the
industry standard Qualcomm Dragon Board 410c over MIPICSI interface. Sampling rates of up to 30fps are supported.
enables customers to see objects to a better level of
granularity than other 3DToF solutions, an ability to detect

To order or for more information, please visit: www.arrow.
com/3dtof or contact: analogdevices.gc.uk@arrow.com

Machining News

L

ast October, the UK’s design engineering community
gathered for the Engineering Design Show (EDS).
With 200+ exhibitors, 25 insightful conference speakers
and 30+ practical, show-floor workshop sessions, there
was plenty on offer.

Highlights included:
n Dassault Systemes challenged visitors to their stand
to design a drone capable of removing the reactive
agent from a chemical spill. Using Dassault Systemes
solutions to develop the concept, all submitted
designs were 3D printed during the show.
n The Institution of Engineering Designers and 3M
hosted an Innovation Management Masterclass.
They demonstrated how the adoption of a
standardised approach can lead to differentiation
and how good innovation practice can be so
valuable when aligned to the ISO 56002 innovation
management standard.
n Perforce discussed Agile becoming more widespread
for managing engineering design projects with new
Agile variants being better than Scrum or Kanban
at supporting large-scale, often compliance-driven
projects.
n The Robotics Innovation Hub provided opportunities
to discuss and try the very latest in robotics technology
from Comau, X-STK Applied Automation and Motion
Impossible.
Both visitors and exhibitors were provided with
unrivalled face-to-face networking, all within a dynamic
and stimulating environment.
This is our 2nd pick of the best exhibitors from the show,
listed here in alphabetical order: Arrow Electronics &
CeraCon UK. Further details can be found on this page.
EDS returns this year (14-15 October) to the RICOH
Arena, Coventry: http://bit.ly/2TOZ7hj

CeraCon UK

C

eraCon UK is a specialist foam sealing
company, based in Leamington Spa, who
provide their customers with IP rated high
performance seals. By using a 6 axis robot to
directly apply our CerPUR foam to customer’s parts,
CeraCon is able to produce a high performance
foam gasket on any substrate. It also makes the
manual application of seals entirely redundant.
From simple flat parts to complex 3D profiles
and double face parts, the possibilities for our
customers are endless with this unique application
process. The foam seal then cures in seconds on
site, ready to be dispatched back to the customer.
Since its opening in 2013, CeraCon UK have built
an excellent reputation within the automotive,
electronics and lighting industry. The diversity
of our customers is one of the reasons that the
Engineering Design Show (EDS) works so well for
our company, as it has attendees and exhibitors
from all sectors. We have attended the show for the
past 6 years and are looking forward to doing so
in the years to come. If you’re looking for a reliable
sealing solution then come and visit CeraCon at
the next EDS show or contact us on the details
below.
T 01926 336231
uk@ceracon.com
www.ceracon.co.uk
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Advanced Engineering 2019
A

s the UK’s only event truly
able to introduce suppliers
and buyers to opportunities
in familiar and new sectors,
Advanced Engineering 2019
welcomed over 550 exhibitors
and over 15,000 attendees, a
5% increase on the previous
year.

The event introduced the new
show zone, Medical Device
Engineering, ensuring the show
featured even more cutting
edge technologies and product
innovations than ever before.
Taking place on October 30-31
2019 at Birmingham’s NEC,
Advanced Engineering hosted
six key manufacturing zones,
making it the UK’s largest
annual showcase of engineering
technology, innovation and
supply chain solutions.

The event provided excellent
networking opportunities and
new business for over 15,000
professionals, including OEMs
and all tiers of the supply chain.
Make sure you book you place
for the event’s twelfth year
this year, so you can source,
showcase and transfer the
latest technologies across R&D,
design, test & measurement,
advanced materials,
manufacturing, production
and automation. 2020’s event
will be returning to the NEC,

Birmingham on 4-5 November.
This is our pick of the best
exhibitors from last year’s
Birmingham show, listed
here in alphabetical order:
Attwater Group, Clarendon
Specialty Fasteners, Dash-Cae
Ltd, Dedienne Multiplasturgy®
Group, Fimark Ltd, Gratnells,
Harrison Silverdale Ltd &
3DGBIRE. Further details can be
found on this page & the next.
www.
advancedengineeringuk.com

Leaders in industrial laminate
A

ttwater Group is the
UK’s longest established
manufacturer of industrial
laminate. Displaying a plethora
of rich history and expertise from
its inception in 1868 by Richard
Henry Attwater, the company is
still in the Attwater family today.

of highly respected technical
experts that use their extensive
knowledge to create products
that have a proven track record for
reliability in various applications
including: trams, white goods,
cars, aeroplanes and power
generation.

Progressing significantly, Attwater
Group has established itself as
a world class manufacturer and
supplier of industrial laminates,
composite materials and
machined components, serving a
wide variety of industry sectors.

One of the main focuses of
Attwater Group is delivering its
customers more than just a supply
service; the company is dedicated
to helping its customers’ products
and business advance. Providing a
partnership, working closely with
its customer from development
to production; Attwater Group

Attwater Group maintains a team

strives for ‘progress through
innovation’ for both itself and its
customer.
Customer satisfaction is of the
utmost importance for Attwater
Group and the company ensures
that its customers receive its
products on time to the agreed
upon schedule, meeting all
specifications and on budget.
For any further information,
please see the details below.
Contact
T 01772 258245
www.attwater.com

Dedienne Multiplasturgy® Group
DEDIENNE Multiplasturgy® Group has taken up the challenge
of 3D additive manufacturing, an essential tool for the
industry and the management of complex and innovative
projects, essential contribution in the improvement of
technologies, materials, and development times.

D

n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

edienne Multiplasturgy® Group gives you a single
window to 10 sectors of manufacturing expertise:
3D production in low to medium volumes
Micro-injection, Injection, over-moulding and bi-material
Smart Plastic Products/Plastronics
Bio-composite
Thermoplastic composite
High precision machining of plastics & composites
Forming, thermoforming, RTM & SMC, stamping of nonautoclave TP composites
Design & manufacturing of moulds and tooling and parts
Metallisation of plastics and composites TP, electromagnetic and absorbents compatibility
Surface treatment-decoration-Assembly

We are the first French manufacturer to equip itself with the
EOS P 810 laser sintering machine for EOS HT-23 material
(based on Kepstan® PEKK, Extreme Polymer from Arkema,
reinforced with Carbon Fibres). With a chamber size of 700
x 380 x 380 mm, EOS P 810 allows fast and economical
production of high-performance techno polymer parts
directly from CAD data without the need for tooling.
T +44 (0)1825 732532
r.minter@dedienne.com
www.dedienne.com

Manufacturing for your projects in plastics and composites,
with particular expertise in the most complex of tasks.
We promote energy savings by reducing mechanisms
and replacing metal with high-performance plastic and
composite materials.

Leading end-to-end engineering
and manufacturing provider
D

ash-Cae Ltd is a leading
end-to-end engineering
provider for vehicle and systems
design, offering a range of
capabilities including tooling,
rapid prototyping, experimental
manufacture and composites
for the aerospace, automotive,
defence and motorsport
industries.

With an expanding manufacturing
base and highly innovative
approaches, Dash-Cae boasts
over 75 years’
experience in
delivering a highly
diverse range of
projects including
for Formula 1,
aircraft, electric
vehicles, sports
wheelchairs
and composite
rucksacks & chairs.

QA is correct using Scanning
technology. Dash-Cae pioneers
design for RP tooling and robotic
advanced production, where
carbon prototype manufacture
deliver leading components to
customers around the globe.

Established by Tim Robathan,
who boasts a wealth of expertise
in cutting edge design and
development, Dash-Cae
is supported by a highly
experienced team of Engineering
staff and an enviable
network of partners.
The company
fully utilises CAD,
FEA and CFD to
ensure everything
is right first time
when designing,
and ensures its
manufacture

Located in Oxfordshire, DashCae is a professional operation
to partner or subcontract your
programs, experienced in lean
and efficient approach to deliver
Pitstop performance without the
costs.
If you would like to find out
more information on everything
Dash-Cae has to offer, head to the
website or get in touch using the
contact details below.
Contact
T 01865 244003
www.dash-cae.co.uk

3DGBIRE
W

hen discussing emerging technologies & markets,
3D Printing is often a topic of hot debate & interest
across a wide variety of industries and professions; as the
machines continue to appear in design studios, factories
and manufacturing facilities across the globe, 3D Printers
are becoming an essential piece of equipment for many
businesses. With the global market revenue forecasted
to increase from $15.8 billion in 2020 to $35.6 billion
by 2024 the market is quickly becoming saturated with
manufacturers and distributors.
3DGBIRE are different, they stand out from the masses
providing more than just 3D Printing technology they
provide a complete 360-degree service which includes
training, support and service, the ideal solution for
businesses without the necessary in-house expertise or
time to integrate additive manufacturing organically.
We specialise in assisting industrial customers to adopt
additive manufacturing. Using a consultative process, we
identify the most appropriate applications, technologies,
and materials for our customer’s needs. We demonstrate
substantial returns on investment based on significant
cost and time savings.
sales@3dgbire.com
www.3dgbire.com

is sponsored by Curtis Instruments – see them on page 20
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Gratnells
G

ratnells is the latest company to be
awarded the prestigious Manufacturing
Guild Mark from The Furniture Makers’
Company after successfully passing the
rigorous independent audit.

distinguishing Britain’s top furnishing
manufacturers, since 1993. The Mark is
awarded to companies that demonstrate
high standards across all aspects of the
business.

Headquartered in Harlow, Essex, Gratnells is
a privately owned, British manufacturer of
storage systems for the education sector. Its
award-winning trays can be found in over
20,000 schools throughout the UK and 68
countries worldwide,

Manufacturing Guild Mark Chairman,
Ben Burbidge, presented Murray Hudson,
Managing Director at Gratnells, with the
Manufacturing Guild Mark last month,
saying, “I would like to congratulate
Gratnells for being awarded the
Manufacturing Guild Mark. We’re delighted
to welcome an educational furniture
manufacturer to the increasing list of

Sponsored by Lectra, the Manufacturing
Guild Mark has been the mark of excellence,

holders, which goes to show that the Mark
is relevant across all sectors within the wider
furnishing industry.”
Murray Hudson responded, saying, “We
are absolutely delighted to receive this
award as recognition of all our hard work in
advancing our manufacturing processes and
environment. Achieving a Manufacturing
Guild Mark accreditation has provided
us with the ideal springboard to further
advance our engineering capabilities.”
trays@gratnells.co.uk
www.gratnells.com

Fimark Ltd
F

imark Ltd, one of the UK’s longest
established subcontract laser marking
and engraving companies also provides spray
painting of plastics, micro laser cutting and
mould tool engraving and surface texturing.
Combining spray painting and laser etching,
Fimark make backlit buttons and fascias for
the automotive and aerospace industries for
driver and passenger controls. Careful control
of paint thickness is required to successfully
manufacture these components to prevent
unwanted light leakage and to achieve
consistent illumination.
Micro laser cutting allows very fine work for the

watch and jewellery industries. With a beam
width substantially smaller than conventionally
used in laser cutting features below 100 microns
can be cut.

PROVIDING ADVANCED
COATINGS & FUNCTIONAL FINISHES
TO THE AUTOMOTIVE, AEROSPACE,
MEDICAL & DEFENCE INDUSTRIES

Laser texturing and engraving on complex
geometries is only possible with the latest
5-axis technology. This service is used for micro
engraving and texturing of mould tools as an
alternative to chemical etching and provides a
fully repeatable and digital process.

surfaces the moulding can also be hydrophobic
and this has benefits in many medical devices.

Existing textures can be digitally scanned
and reproduced, and even hydrophilic and
hydrophobic textures can be created. When
mould tools are textured with these technical

Contact: Charles Dean, Managing Director
T 01932 245226
info@fimark.com
www.fimark.com

Since 1997

Clarendon Specialty Fasteners

C

Spectralock range eliminates the need
for additional locking methods, such as a
locking fluid and improves fatigue joint
life
n Lockout Security Fasteners – Protect
against theft, unwanted access and
sabotage with the Parker range of security
fasteners, including bespoke and unique
drive options

larendon Specialty Fasteners supply and
manufacture a wide range of products
for industrial applications. A BS EN9100:2018
& BS EN9120:2018 approved company,
providing engineered fastener solutions to
your application challenges.
Our dedicated design department can offer
a full ‘design to manufacture’ service using a
unique blend of creativity and engineering
experience. Our Engineered Solutions include
products such as SEMS Screws, Captive
Screws and the AeroCatch range of panel
fasteners. Our distribution range includes
Gas Springs, Drawer Slides, Threaded Inserts,
Quick Release Pins, Quarter Turn Fasteners,
Structural Fasteners and Tension Latches.
We supply a range of products for a number
of Specialist Vehicles, Railway, Medical

Equipment, Street Furniture and Special
Purpose Machines based applications.
Application solutions include:
n Prevent Foreign Object Debris (FOD)
with SEMS & Captive Screws – Improves
ease and speed of assembly and comes
with multiple head and drive styles
n Self-Locking Threaded Solutions –
Providing exceptional resistance to
vibration loosening, the Spiralock/

Clarendon Specialty Fasteners is a market
leading supplier of fasteners, components
and hardware for the Aerospace, Defence,
Industrial and Motorsport sectors with
stocking facilities in Europe, Asia and the USA.
Contact
T +44 (0)1803 868677
totnessales@clarendonsf.com
www.clarendonsf.com

We help you finish your project.
Fimark provides advanced coatings
and luxury and functional finishes for
the automotive, aerospace and defence
industries. The company’s processes
include technical spray painting, laser
etching and 3D laser texturing.
Our painting and laser etching
capabilities are used for the
manufacture of backlit buttons and
fascias for dashboards and driver
controls. Laser surface texturing allows
the tailoring and personalisation of
interior pieces to the highest quality and
the structuring of injection mould tools.
Our work can be found on a wide range
of vehicles including aircraft interiors
and we also make components for
the watch and jewellery industries.
Fimark provides visual and technical
quality allowing manufacturers
to engage with their customers
at the highest level.
We look forward to hearing from you.
11 Lyon Road – Hersham – KT12 3PU – UK
+44 (0)1932 245 226

Innovative
fasteners

H

arrison Silverdale celebrated a record year in 2019
and launched their rebrand at Advanced Engineering
in October which was a great success. The new corporate
identity is designed to transport the company into the
modern world of fixtures and fastenings and identify them
as a leading force within the industry, as they push into
new markets worldwide.
Harrison Silverdale supply innovative fastening solutions
to meet the increasing demands of today’s manufacturing
industries. This includes all market sectors but with a high
proportion in automotive, white goods, HVAC and data
communications.
They have a wide range of standard parts such as threaded
inserts for plastics, self-clinching sheet metal fasteners
and spring clips all available from stock in their Sheffield
warehouse. In addition, they have an in-house design
team who work in partnership with clients for special
applications with 3D CAD and printing capabilities. They
provide a number of managed stock service options
enabling the customer to reduce or remove their inventory.
To find out more about how they can benefit your
supply chain or discuss a new project, contact their
sales office below.
Contact
T 01246 296930
fasteners@harrisonsilverdale.co.uk
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Hydraulics, Pneumatics, Pumps & Valves News

BOGE launches next generation screw compressor 11kW-22kW
B

OGE, a leading manufacturer of compressed
air systems, launches its next generation C-2
screw compressor. The C-2 boasts a wide output
range from 11 to 22kW, which means it offers the
ideal solution for every conceivable requirement.
The machine comes in both belt and direct drive
options with optional frequency controllers, air
receivers and dryers.
This highly affordable version is maintenancefriendly thanks to easily accessible components
and while the C-2 compressors are fitted as
standard with a high-performance IE3 motor,
efficiency can be increased to an even higher
standard as required with an optional IE4 motor.
With the addition of a newly designed sound

insulation hood that is built in as standard, all
compressors are even quieter than before.
Other options are available on all models in the
range include integrated heat duotherm heat
recovery and frequency-controlled drive motors
and motor fans: meaning the cooling capacity
can be adapted optimally to the environmental
conditions thus further improving efficiency.
Integrated dryers as an option are also available
across the entire range and a control system
ideally adapted to customer requirements is
also available. Users have the choice between
the standard base control or the high-end focus
control 2.0 version.

Plug-and-play: ergonomic and user-friendly
Regardless of which extras are required, it
works the same for all users: with the machines
from the new C-2 series, you obtain a complete
compressed air station as a plug-and-play
solution in the smallest space, whether without
or – for the first time ever in this series with a
performance up to 22kW – also with a receiver.
BOGE has ergonomically optimised both
installation versions and designed them to be
particularly user-friendly: the control panel has
been built directly into the front plate or angled,
depending on the version. Control cabinet, belts
and all other maintenance parts are accessible
thanks to panels that are easy to remove.

The Champions League of compressors
“This next generation C-2 screw compressor
is really impressive, and this will be incredibly
exciting for our customers who have used and
rated the C-1 best in class over the years,” explains
Russell Frost, UK & Ireland Sales Manager at BOGE
Compressors.
He adds, “This is the Champions League; the
super-silencer is integrated, it’s more efficient,
more compact and will need less maintenance.
All in all, it’s a fantastic player for air compressors
in the 11-22kW range.”
Further information on the C-2 compressor
range is available at: www.boge.co.uk

Hydra-Cell® High
Horsepower Pumps

W

anner is

expanding its
range of high
horsepower
pumps with
the introduction
of two new High
Pressure variants of its
Hydra-Cell® T200 multi-diaphragm, packing free,
seal-less API674 pump.
The Hydra-Cell T200P has a flow capacity of 280
l/m and a maximum discharge pressure of 276
bar, while the Hydra-Cell T200Q has a maximum
pressure rating of 310 bar and a maximum flow
capacity of 246 l/m.
As with all Hydra-Cell pumps, these two new
models feature a seal-less, packing free API674
design that eliminates leaks, hazards and the
expense associated with seals and packing
maintenance; lowering the cost of ownership
and giving an extensively longer service life than
other API674 competitive pumping technologies.
With overall efficiencies of 90% the pumps are
said to have a lower energy cost than centrifugal
pumps and a far lower maintenance parts
requirement than traditional plunger pumps.
These Hydra-Cell pumps can also operate with
a closed or blocked suction line and run dry
indefinitely without damage… conditions
that will destroy the majority of other pumps.
The unique diaphragm design handles more
abrasives with less wear than gear, screw
or plunger pumps, reducing maintenance
requirements while eliminating unplanned
downtime and repair costs.
Designed for use in oil and gas production these
new pumps are also proving ideal for chemical
and petrochemical process applications & high
pressure cleaning systems.
www.hydra-cell.co.uk

is sponsored by Curtis Instruments – see them on page 20
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The
cardiovascular
disease
technology
market will
exceed $40
billion by 2030
C

New IO-Link level controllers from EGE
E

GE introduces a new generation of level
controllers with guided microwave: the MFN series
sensors feature an IO-Link interface and thereby
enable continuous access of PLCs to process and
parameterization data. Using a corresponding master,
the level controllers can be connected to any common
bus system and conveniently parameterised via
PC or notebook. The guided microwave measuring
principle ensures high reliability due to its insensitivity
to external influences such as temperature, pressure,
or density. It provides for precise measurements
in liquids such as water, oil, and emulsions as well
as in viscous media. MFN sensors stand out due to
their particularly short reaction times in case of level

changes. Their display units can be configured to
show the measured level in mm, cm, inch, liter, or
percent. The housings can be rotated by 360° along
with integrated LED indicators and control panels,
allowing users easy access for configuring the devices
and reading measured values. The level controllers
feature IP67 ingress protection and are designed for
an ambient temperature range of -25°C to +85°C.
EGE’s level controller portfolio includes variants with
coaxial, single, and double probes for use in different
media. The company also manufactures probes from
special materials such as Hastelloy or titanium for
use in aggressive media. Moreover, EGE also adapts
sensors to customer-specific tank geometries and

difficult installation conditions, on request.
T +49 4346 4158-0
info@ege-elektronik.com
www.ege-elektronik.com

EGE supplies its new
MFN level controllers
with guided
microwave and
IO-Link interface
with coaxial, single,
or double probes

ardiovascular disease (CVD), which refers to all
conditions affecting the heart and blood vessels, is
currently responsible for approximately 31% of all deaths
globally. Its prevalence demonstrates the urgent need for
solutions to raise standards of care and improve patient
outcomes.
Ambulatory cardiac monitoring enables the assessment
of key health parameters outside of conventional
clinical settings. Historic revenue data in ambulatory
cardiac monitoring tells the story of the rise in mobile
cardiac telemetry (MCT), which is often prescribed for a
week to a month at a time and enables the continuous
measurement of patients’ vital signs. Holter monitoring
and wearable event monitoring systems are more
established but have modest growth rates. Many
companies in this sector are hence developing in the
direction of MCT devices, which enable longer use time
and secure wireless data communication.
The IDTechEx Research report: “Cardiovascular
Disease 2020-2030: Trends, Technologies & Outlook”
highlights the latest innovations in cardiovascular disease
management and offers insights into opportunities and
challenges for the future. To find out more about this
report, visit: www.IDTechEx.com/CVD
IDTechEx guides your strategic business decisions
through its Research, Consultancy and Event products,
helping you profit from emerging technologies.
For more information on IDTechEx Research and
Consultancy, contact: research@IDTechEx.com or visit:
www.IDTechEx.com

New DIN Rail
AC inrush
current limiter
P

owersolve’s
new
PSICL series
is a low-cost
peak inrush
current limiter
designed for
capacitive
and inductive
loads in a
variety of
applications. These include installations across complex
automation systems and machinery as well as isolation
transformers or LED lighting applications where they
are particularly useful because you can have a large
number of LED driver power supplies operating in
parallel and all taking high peak currents together on
switch on.
The PSICL series is a true current limiter and cuts off
all peak currents when starting loads under practically
every AC condition. Extreme conditions can occur on
AC lines in the event of a break in the supply and when
power returns, high current peaks can often cause
havoc and will trip circuit breakers. In decentralised
areas, this will often lead to increased maintenance
costs as the breakers require resetting. The PSICL
current limiter prevents this happening and can result
in reduced cable cross section used & smaller & faster
circuit breakers.
The PSICL Series is available in three 230VAC single
phase models with continuous operating current rating
of 12A, 16A and 25A. Current limiting time is 100-500mS
with repeat intervals of 1,000mS.
sales@powersolve.co.uk
https://powersolve.co.uk/product-category/
inrush-current-limiters
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Pressure
measurement
for safety critical
applications
V

ariohm EuroSensor’s
SMO3100 series pressure
sensors are now available
with SIL 2/ PLd functional
safety. Aimed at safety-critical
pressure measurement
tasks for gas and liquids
compatible with stainless steel
or titanium wetted parts, the
new SMO3100 PLd will allow
users the ability to meet SIL2
functional safety levels on
machines and systems. The robust and durable sensor series
is available in twenty pressure range versions from 0.5 to
5,000 bar and with best accuracy to 0.5% F.S.
Based on a piezo resistive sensing element and latest
ASIC circuitry and providing high precision linearity and
repeatability, the SMO3100 PLd features a 4…20 mA output
from a 10 to 32 VDC supply. Its high strength 304 stainless
steel housing offers excellent durability in demanding
industrial machinery applications. Standard environmental
protection meets IP67, and IP69K is optionally available.
With the standard version’s well proven use in demanding
environments such as motorsports, off-road vehicles,
construction equipment and agricultural machinery,
the sensor boasts a high shock and vibration resistance
together with a generous over-range and burst pressure
specification of 2x and 5x respectively. Rated life is 10 million
pressure cycles and an impressive 100 year MTTFd factor
demonstrates its excellent endurance. The SMO3100 PLd
includes a measuring medium temperature range of -40 to
+125°C with a compensated range from -20 to +85°C.
www.variohm.com

Test, Measurement & Laboratory News

Showcasing the world’s first glasses-free 3D-view microscope
T
he rise of 3D technology in the
manufacturing sector has revolutionised
both quality control procedures and new
product development. That said, this
technology can have constraints, including
the need to wear restrictive VR headsets,
poor resolution, or issues around using this
technology to communicate and collaborate
across multiple sites.
Fortunately, Vision Engineering, leading
manufacturer of high quality ergonomic
visual inspection and measurement
technologies, has created DRV-Z1, the

world’s first the world’s first high definition
digital stereoscopic 3D-viewer with a
magnifying zoom module. This cuttingedge digital technology enables the user
to view high definition 3D images under
magnification without requiring operators
to wear goggles or specialist glasses. In
layman’s terms, users see a ‘floating’ 3D
image comfortably and without the use
of specialist eyewear. The applications for
this new technology are extensive – DRVZ1’s stereoscopic view enables real depth
perception which is useful in a range of
elements in the manufacturing process.

NEW FROM
Mega_Bridge adds flexible and fully featured internet protocol (IP)
connectivity to the well-established Mega_Link family of Telemetry
& Control units used to pass two-way instrumentation, measurement
and control data between sensors, equipment and industrial plant.
● Telemetry & Control
❍ Point to Point
❍ Point to Multi-Point
❍ IoT Architecture
● Flexible Communications
❍ ETHERNET, Wi-Fi, 3G/4G
❍ 458/868 MHz licence
exempt low power radio
❍ Dual communications
● Sensor & Data Interfaces
❍ Volt-Free Digital I/O
❍ 4 - 20 mA Analogue I/O
❍ RS232/RS485 Serial Modbus to PLC or SCADA
❍ Expansion modules for additional I/O channels
Communications via Cloud Services
Mega_Bridge can communicate on a closed LAN or across networks
and sites via Amazon Web Services, fully administered by Churchill
Controls. This enables important security features using TLSv1.2 for
authenticated and encrypted communications channels. VPN routing
further secures the network, encrypting data with AES256 for a fully
secured and transparent system for end users.

An example would be improved handeye coordination when reworking small
components such as circuit boards.

What’s more, DRV-Z1 facilitates network
connectivity, meaning the 3D HD image
seen on one DRV-Z1 can be shared in real
time with another DRV unit elsewhere in
the world. Essentially, this means experts
all over the world can collaborate in real
time in multiple ways – including, reviewing
scans using depth of vision to aid diagnosis
or viewing complex components, assessing
that they are fit for purpose.

Contact
M 07495 756807
sam.milligan@centropypr.com

The only balance
that detects,
measures and
eliminates static:
The new XPR
Analytical from
METTLER TOLEDO
W

hen your lab is busy, you don’t have time to worry
about electrostatic charges negatively affecting your
weighing results. That’s why new XPR Analytical balances
include static detection, making them the only balance on
the market today that can automatically sense, measure, and
negate the effects of static.
The new XPR Analytical balance supports your need for
accuracy by offering a built-in sensor with StaticDetect
on every model. StaticDetect helps you eliminate this
potentially significant source of weighing error so you can
trust your results.
Samples or containers that are electrostatically charged can
be difficult to weigh, often causing problems with balance
stability or measurement drift. Now, for the first time, you
can see exactly how much built-up static is affecting your
results. If the effect of static build-up is greater than set
tolerances, you can act to eliminate the charge and check to
see if the static was successfully mitigated. Also available are
metal ErgoClips that act as Faraday cages are another option
to help to keep static from building in the first place.
Because static has the ability to disrupt weighing results by
1-100 milligrams, preventative action should be taken to
reduce or eliminate the build-up of charges on samples or
weighing containers whenever possible. Static elimination
can be particularly important for small sample sizes or when
weighing dry powders.
Discover how the new XPR Analytical balance from
METTLER TOLEDO is making it easier for operators
around the world to eliminate the effects of static from
their weighing as of September 1st 2019. Request a
quote today.
www.mt.com

Contact us: 01344 750233
sales@churchill-controls.co.uk
www.churchill-controls.co.uk
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Dimminutor® Channel
Disintegrator
T

he Dimminutor provides effective, automatic
screening and grinding of wastewater solids
in straight through channels and wet wells. This
powerful unit reduces plastics, wood, rags and
other solids to fine bits, enhancing plant operation
and improving the reliability of pumps and other
downstream equipment.
The Dimminutor employs a smooth, continuously
rotating design with high torque. As its three
bidirectional rotary cutters intermesh at close
clearance with stationary cutters, solids are finely
reduced to a size small enough to pass through a
sizing screen. With no gaps or openings between the
screen and cutters, output is controlled and complete
reduction assured.

seals or bearings near the gritty channel floor. Every
component of the unit is constructed for precision
and long life.

The Dimminutor has an intrinsically open design
to handle high flow rates with low head-loss. This
unit is extremely easy to maintain and features
individually replaceable cutters, oil lubrication and a
simple rotary design requiring no auxiliary diverter
screens. A unique, cantilevered design eliminates

For more information, contact:
FRANKLIN MILLER
Manchester, UK +44 (0)161 302 7055
USA 001-973-535-9200
info@franklinmiller.com
www.franklinmiller.com

Amazon Filters strengthens
meltblown product range with
KilBac

SPIRALIFT® SR
T

he SPIRALIFT SR is a complete multi-function
Septage Receiving system that automates plant
receiving operations. The SPIRALIFT grinds, screens
and conditions the flow reducing the loading on
plant processes and readies screened solids for
economic disposal. The system’s comprehensive
control system authenticates users and records
transactions for billing and tracking purposes. These
units wash and efficiently compact screenings by up
to forty percent. The processed solids are conveyed
to a convenient elevation for discharge into a bin,
bag or conveyor. This pre-engineered system features
dependable operation, easy installation and low
operating costs.

A Taskmaster TT automated rock removal system is
also available as an option.
For more information, contact: FRANKLIN MILLER
Manchester, UK +44 (0)161 302 7055
USA 001-973-535-9200
info@franklinmiller.com
www.franklinmiller.com

The SPIRALIFT SR is provided with an S270-SR
Automatic Control System which controls and
monitors all system operations, and an optional S270SRH Hauler Station Control System which collects
transaction data, authenticates haulers, tracks loads
and supplies a receipt via a card swipe system.
The SPIRALIFT units are housed in a stainless steel
tank enclosure with a quick disconnect inlet flange
for fast connection to septage trucks. An automatic
inlet valve automatically regulates internal fluid level.

Thorite inflation system technology
keeps Icarus Training Systems flying
T

horite, the UK’s largest supplier of compressed air
products and fluid power systems, has supplied several
Real-Time Inflation (RTI) systems to specialist training
organization, Icarus Training Systems.

experience of true slide deployment. Furthermore, each
slide has a dual pressure monitoring system fitted to ensure
that the slide is neither over nor under-inflated during use,
giving full safety and confidence to the trainee staff.

ilter manufacturer Amazon Filters has
strengthened its SupaSpun and SupaGard
meltblown filter range with the additional option of
KilBac technology.

The core of Icarus Training Systems’ business is providing
high-quality aviation training products for cabin crew
training, including training slides, slide-rafts, evacuation
training rafts, and training accessories.

Produced using a unique manufacturing process, the
new SupaSpun KilBac® and SupaGard Kilbac® filters
harness the latest innovation in high-performance
antimicrobial and antialgal additives. With process
applications in many sectors, KilBac’s meltblown
fibre construction is designed to prevent biofilm
build-up on filters in both multi- and single-pass
water systems.

Airline cabin crew across the globe are subject to a strict
training regime. Part of their ongoing training will involve
the controlled evacuation of an airliner should it be forced
to land on water. The Real-Time Inflation units from Thorite
have been installed in nine Evacuation Training Slides and
Slide-Rafts.

Icarus Training Systems has now delivered the nine
Evacuation Training Slides & Slide-Rafts to their Middle
East based customer. Stuart Haycock, managing director at
Icarus Training Systems, said, “This project was reduced in
complexity once Thorite got involved. Their team worked
seamlessly with us to produce an impressive solution to
meet the customer’s needs. We plan to roll-out this solution
to other customers needing a safe rapid inflation system in
their training centres.”

F

Crucially, the underlying technology harnesses
micron-sized particles containing active silver, zinc
and copper.
Combined with a base polymer, the metals are
incorporated in different combinations to combat
the growth of bacteria or algae on the filter.

filter blockage or sloughing off of contaminants that
can blind membrane systems downstream.
Sectors include building services, chemicals and
coatings, oil and gas, pharmaceuticals, and food and
beverages.
For more information, visit: www.amazonfilters.
com/products/filter-cartridges-and-capsules/
kilbac-application-notes

Each automated RTI system is fully integrated within a
training simulator control system which initiates autoinflation and deflation sequences on the slide, either
manually or automatically, through a Human Machine
Interface (HMI) feature on the master control panel. The RTI
technology allows the training slide to deploy at the same
rate as the original equipment installed in the airliner.

For more information, please contact Thorite on
0800 034 5850 or visit: www.thorite.co.uk

Using Thorite’s air amplifier design, slides are inflated using
a high-pressure, high-volume air supply to give trainees the

Precise control of fibre diameters during
manufacturing ensure that the maximum area of
antimicrobial material is exposed, which optimises
performance.
A rigorous testing program demonstrated KilBac’s
effectiveness against biofouling and the subsequent
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NSK Molded-Oil bearings extend service life in food
plant conveyor application

A

vegetable processing plant in Germany
is enjoying significant benefits following
the adoption of Molded-Oil bearings
from NSK. Principally, the move has helped the
company extend the service life of bearings
on a critical conveyor from two weeks, to 40,

saving considerable maintenance costs and
downtime in the process.
Keen to resolve the question of why its previous
bearings were failing at such an unusually fast
rate, and eliminate the associated cost and
time issues, the company asked NSK to
investigate.
During the inspection, NSK experts soon
determined the cause. Due to the rigorous
hygiene standards demanded by food
industry regulations, the system was
cleaned thoroughly on a regular basis.
However, it was found that the cleaning
process prompted considerable quantities
of water to penetrate the bearings and, as a
result, wash away the lubricating grease.
To help combat the challenges presented
by the frequently required wash cycles,
NSK recommended the use of its sealed
Molded-Oil bearings.
A special tribology concept (tribology is the
science of wear, friction and lubrication)
has been implemented for Molded-Oil
bearings. For instance, the bearings are
equipped with NSK’s proprietary oilimpregnated material, which comprises
lubricating oil and an oil-related polyolefin
resin. This material releases the lubricant,
which cannot be washed out due to its
consistency, continuously over a long
period. At the same time, the carrier
material prevents water or solid impurities

from penetrating the bearing.
By adopting the bearings, service life at the plant
has increased from two weeks to more than nine
months. This highly successful outcome once again
confirmed NSK’s ‘rule of thumb’ that Molded-Oil
bearings achieve at least twice the service life of
conventional grease-lubricated bearings in water
and dust-contaminated environments. In this
particular case, service life increased by a factor of
40.
The plant is also experiencing many other benefits.
For instance, the operating environment remains
clean because no grease escapes and no oil needs
to be refilled. Molded-Oil bearings are therefore
ideally suited to food industry applications, where
thorough and frequent cleaning processes are
essential. The use of stainless steel for the bearing
components also contributes to this suitability.
NSK supplied the bearings for the vegetable
processing plant with highly effective
contact seals (DDU) on both sides for
even higher levels of protection. This
option is available for the standard
range of Molded-Oil ball bearings.
Molded-Oil is also available on
spherical roller bearings and tapered
roller bearings.
The special features of Molded-Oil
bearings and other bearing series
developed by NSK for applications
in food processing are described in a
new brochure, which is available as
an e-book at:
www.nsk-literature.com
www.nskeurope.com
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EV & Hybrid Solutions Company of the Month

Curtis Instruments: You feel it when you drive it

I

ndustrial Process News is proud to announce
that Curtis Instruments UK has been selected
as our EV & Hybrid Solutions Company of the
Month, for its outstanding range of integrated
vehicle drive systems for electric and hybrid
powered vehicles, equipment and machinery.
Established in the UK in 1974, Curtis Instruments
UK operates out of a large purpose built facility in
Northampton and is the largest subsidiary of Curtis
Instruments Inc, which was founded in 1960 in New
York where the head office is still based today.
Globally, the Corporation has four R&D centres with
highly specialised engineers and technicians working
in California, Switzerland, New York and China, as well
as sales and service offices and factories across the
world.
Curtis Instruments UK provides advanced control
system technology for electric vehicles and
equipment for many industries, including materials
handling and construction, as well as providing
components used in 13 different NASA space
missions! The international company is a global
industry leader in the development and manufacture
of integrated solutions for EV/Hybrid applications.
Offering unrivalled levels of customer support and
leading edge vehicle and equipment design, Curtis
Instruments’ systems are fast, powerful and feature

rich, enabling customers to develop their products
quicker than ever.
Alongside this high-tech control system technology,
Curtis Instruments is one of the UK’s leading suppliers
of traction battery chargers and LED safety lighting,
which are used to keep the nation’s fleet of materials
handling equipment operating safely. Thanks to its
centrally located Northampton warehouse, Curtis UK
offers high stock levels, next day delivery, and the
lowest battery charger lead times in the UK. This is
all in addition to the company’s vast range of high
quality products at highly competitive prices.
With a globally recognised brand and the expertise
and industry reputation that goes along with it,
Curtis Instruments offers worldwide support and
service, competitive prices and excellent product
availability on an international scale. What’s more,
because nothing is outsourced, Curtis Instruments
can maintain its own standards and control
everything it does, meaning continuity and quality is
guaranteed.
Curtis UK’s latest release is the TEMPO Dual-Voltage
HF Charger. This is a small, multi-function, highefficiency three-phase HF charger that will charge
a range of batteries from a single unit. Taking
just seconds to adjust settings and functions, the
TEMPO Charger is 94% efficient and comes with a

three year warranty. Its desulphation mode ensures
charging, even on a deeply discharged battery, and
resonant technology in combination with a smart fan
design provides clean filtered airflow, keeping the
transformer 20% cooler and blockage free to increase
the product’s longevity.
In line with the company’s continuing growth,
Curtis Instruments will soon be opening its new UK
Engineering Centre in Sunderland, acting as a brand
new research and development engineering facility.
This will expand the company’s leading position as
an expert electrification partner to OEMs and EV
system suppliers, as well as strengthening the their
ability to provide excellent systems engineering
services to major UK and European vehicle and
mobile machinery manufacturers. The company
will also be launching a redesigned UK website very
soon, as well as continuing its worldwide growth.
Attending trade shows across the world, Curtis
Instruments exhibits at IMHX in the UK, and will be
at LCV2020 on stand C4-102 on 9-10 September. If
you would like to find out more information, head to
the website or get in touch using the contact details
below.
T 01604 885201
www.curtisinst.co.uk
www.curtisinstruments.com

Oil, Gas & Offshore News
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IFL doubles its warehouse storage
facilities in the Midlands
A

new 2,000m² secure warehouse storage facility has
opened in the Midlands as part of International
Forwarding Ltd’s growth plans, just ahead of the freight
forwarder’s 30th anniversary in July.

The unit opened in May 2019 and almost doubles IFL’s
current warehousing space. The storage facility is part of a
larger two acre site, which the company took over in April.
The site includes 24 hour security and yard space for vehicle
parking and trailer storage. It is located next to IFL’s existing
offices and hub in Coleshill, Birmingham, close to the M1, M5,
M6 and M42, and 10 minutes from Birmingham International
Airport.
Extra warehouse storage at Birmingham hub
The timing of this major expansion in the company’s facilities
is particularly opportune as several existing customers
require additional warehousing to protect their supply chain
against Brexit-related issues. It also gives the sales team the
tools to acquire additional forwarding and pallet distribution

contracts from
new UK and
overseas-based
customers. The existing management team will control
the physical freight handling and the back-office functions
for the new site. The expansion comes just ahead of the
company’s 30th anniversary in July.
30 years of IFL in the Midlands
IFL is a Midlands-based independent freight forwarder
specialising in European groupage services, sea and air
freight, UK haulage/pallet distribution, and warehousing.
The company started trading in 1989 to fill a niche in the
West Midlands to provide a personalised bespoke freight
forwarding service to local exporters and importers.
For fast, flexible quotes and competitive
storage rates, or to discuss your warehousing
needs, call us on 01675 434690 or email:
enquiries@internationalforwarding.co.uk

Avancon has solved the sorter problem
for the Samsung shipping area
T

ogether with the South Korean
system integrator Asetec
Co.Kr, a specialist for electronic

control systems, ‘Pick-to-Light’ and
communication with higher-level BUS/
IT systems, Avancon built the Samsung
shipping centre for small unitslike the new Galaxy Note 10 – and
simultaneously for larger boxes and
for other products. The requirements
for this sorting and distribution system
were among others: a very short
delivery time, the system had to fit
into a relatively small existing area,
it should be fast enough and handle
their value goods gently, the system
should be safe for the operators
and – last but not least it had to be
economical – Avancon could fulfil it all.

producing exceptional, modern,
avant-garde design with an easy but
high functionality for all products
which are produced and installed.
Avancon conveyor systems and OTU
(Omnidirectional Transfer Units)
provide a true value through the
unrivalled sorting and distribution
system for Samsung.

This is Samsung’s design philosophy
and is fully in line with the Avancon
DNA, namely, being pioneers,

T +41 (0)91 222 1010
relations@avancon.com
www.avancon.com

The Avancon team and the Asian
managing director, Hyunmin Park at
Seoul/South-Korea, were under intense
pressure as this complex sorting
system had to be produced within four
weeks.

Auto Transport Service AS opts for end-toend vehicle logistics IT-solution by INFORM

A

uto Transport Service AS (ATS)
has decided to phase in INFORM’s
proven end-to-end IT-solution for the
management of its vehicle compounds,
workshops and transports. It aims to
make ATS’ complex supply chain more
transparent and efficient. The system
will control and intelligently plan all
operations from vehicle storage to
preparation and distribution.
ATS provides integrated vehicle
logistics services for automotive OEMs
in Norway. Over 50,000 vehicles arrive
each year at the port of Drammen
where ATS operates two vehicle
yards. The finished vehicles are then
transported by truck, train or vessel
to the various ATS compounds or car
dealers across the country. Punctuality
and quality in vehicle distribution

are crucial to fulfill
customer demands, and
ATS was looking for a
system which supports
its high standards. With
INFORM’s sophisticated
solution, ATS will be
able to target real-time
visibility of all vehicles in all work steps
and the maximum efficient utilisation
of available resources.
To identify a system that fits company
needs, Benedicte Markveien,
Managing Director of ATS, and her
team went to great lengths and
travelled throughout Europe to inspect
reference installations from various
suppliers. INFORM turned out to be the
only software provider able to prove
that it could deliver state of the art

transport, workshop,
and compound
management systems
as one comprehensive
solution. INFORM’s
Vehicle Logistics IT
solutions are specifically
designed for the
specialist needs of the vehicle logistics
sector. This is because they synchronise
all processes of the entire supply chain
supported by digital decision making.
It is expected that the solution will be
implemented by ATS before the end
of 2020.
Contact: Michaela Morschel,
Marketing
T +49 (0)2408-9456-6780
michaela.morschel@informsoftware.com

Ram Universal Digital Services
combine IIoT with any industrial
process
R

am Universal Ltd & Flowrox Digital
Services is a new way to combine
your process and IIoT (industrial
internet of things). Through Flowrox
Malibu™ online portal, Digital Services
provide real-time information from the
site. Remote access allows to manage,
measure, analyse and compare the
processes or devices from anywhere
with a computer or any handheld
device. Smart valves, smart pumps and
filters are next generation solutions
delivering data and information in
order to provide reliable and costefficient production. The real-time

information from site results in
optimised production, maximised
output and minimised unplanned
shutdowns. Flowrox Digital Services
IIoT-technology can be integrated to
any existing process equipment and
control systems and is fully compatible
with third party equipment. It is not
meant to replace current systems like
DCS and SCADA.
Contact
T 01455 285428
sales@ramuniversal.co.uk
www.ramuniversal.co.uk

Business Products & Services News

Intellectual property specialists
P

atent Seekers is a leading
intellectual property research
firm which was first established in
2005 by Dean Parry and Timothy
Parry. Maintaining a selection of
search teams within their offices
based in both the UK and North
America, the company’s highly
skilled searchers have expansive
knowledge and have received a
minimum of degree standard within
their field of expertise, enabling
them to provide an unrivalled
research service and solution for its
clients.
Covering a wide variety of
technologies, the company’s
in-house teams of patent analysts
cover physics, engineering,
biotechnology and chemical subject
matters. Patent Seekers provides

an all-encompassing service and is
able to provide a variety of services
including design, trade mark,
technical literature and general
internet searchers.
Founders Dean and Timothy have
also developed the PatWorld

database. The PatWorld database is
a global patent database comprised
of in-depth knowledge from a team
of specialist patent analysts and
programmers. The database is the
perfect tool to meet the patent
search requirements for: patent
attorneys, companies, universities
and individuals. Designed in an
accessible format, the database
is adaptable and user friendly for
all search abilities enabling the
database to be effortlessly used by
everyone – not just professional
searchers.
For any further information,
please see the details featured
below:
T 01633 816601
www.patentseekers.com

Redline Group releases Contractors’
Guide to Off-Payroll (IR35) Compliance

I

n the summer of 2019 Redline
released an update to its guide
Reform to Off-Payroll Compliance in
the Private Sector following the initial
summary of responses from HM
Revenue & Customs (HMRC) in light
of concerns raised by professional
bodies about the proposed tax
reform and draft legislation for IR35
reform in the private sector.
The plans make medium and
large companies responsible for

determining the tax status of the
contractors they engage from 6th
April 2020.
Off the back of this draft legislation
outlining HMRC’s specific intentions,
Redline has now released its
complimentary Contractors’ Guide to
Off-Payroll (IR35) in the Private Sector.
Understanding what legislative
changes mean for a Contractor
This free guide is designed to help
navigate Contractors through the
minefield of IR35 and the often
misunderstood tax rules which, if
administered incorrectly, can carry
large financial penalties. The guide
helps them understand where they
stand with the changes and what
best practices they should maintain
to keep their businesses compliant.

What is in the guide?
Broken down into easily digestible
sections, the guide is a no-nonsense,
no-jargon, go-to document to
understand the changes shortly
coming into effect.
The guide covers the following:
n What does IR35 mean for
Contractors – are you ‘inside’ or
‘outside’?
n How is IR35 status to be determined?
n HMRC ‘CEST’ status checker tool.
n Top tips and frequently asked
questions.
To view and download the
guide for free, simply visit:
www.redlinegroup.com/ir35-hub
or if you have any questions which
are not covered in the guide, please
email: ir35@redlinegroup.com
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Leaders in laboratory equipment
L

abtex Ltd is a UK leading provider of laboratory
and process chemistry equipment. Based in
Huddersfield, West Yorkshire, Labtex supplies
leading laboratory products and scale up
equipment for process R & D including: HUBER
liquid temperature control systems, DIEHM
glass reaction systems to 100 litres, PREMEX and
JUCHHEIM high pressure autoclaves, LABTEX &
POPE process vessels, POPE wiped film or short path
evaporators, distillation systems and Nutsche filter
dryers, BOLA labware in PTFE and other technical
plastics, VACUUBRAND vacuum pumps, ASECOS
storage solutions for hazardous materials to BS
EN 14470-1, SICCO desiccators and HiTec Zang
laboratory automation and mini-plants. Labtex
also works with LLG Germany, the third largest
lab supplies distributor in Europe.

In terms of the company’s services, Labtex
maintains a team of experts and has over 30
years’ experience in the scientific and laboratory
equipment supplies industry, thus propelling
Labtex into a position to provide a comprehensive
service for its customers and providing both
maintenance and technical support services.
Utilising the company’s team of qualified and
professional support personnel and service
engineers, Labtex provides its customers with a

service which is second to none, offering a faster,
efficient response to technical queries, ‘return-tobase’ repairs or on-site maintenance and servicing.
Labtex takes a strong stance on providing excellent
customer service and provides helpful services
including after sales services and repairs on all of
the products that company supplies. As an expert
in low-temperature refrigeration maintenance,
Labtex’s team of engineers are able to service most
brands of heaters and chillers.

Meet the team on Stand E25 at the rearranged
CHEMUK 2020 at Manchester’s EventCity from 16-17
September 2020.
T 01484 600200
www.labtex.co.uk

Labtex provides scale up equipment for process
R & D in the chemical, pharmaceutical, defence,
aerospace, biochemical and other industries.
Labtex’s equipment is sourced from European
and US manufacturers and the company ensures
that its products contain the highest quality and
offers the market innovative products which
are unique, effective and reliable. With this in
mind, Labtex’s principal suppliers are proven
leaders in their sectors and demonstrate a strong
reputation for both quality and performance of
their products.

With an impressive wide range of equipment,
Labtex offers an extensive amount of general
laboratory equipment such as balances, heating
mantles, ovens, refrigerators and desiccators,
alongside standard laboratory glassware and
consumables. Another notable product for the
company, Labtex manufactures a Laboratory
Scale Spray Dryer, for the production of freeflowing powders, and Buchner rings which
have been specifically designed to aid safe and
efficient vacuum filtration.
Labtex specialises in glass batch reactors,
Huber thermoregulators, IKA stirrers and rotary
evaporators, Vacuubrand vacuum systems,
Asecos storage cabinets for flammable and
other hazardous products and fluoroplastic PTFE
labware by Bola and Cowie. The company also
specialises in Premex high-pressure reactors,
SICCO desiccators, Adam analytical and precision
balance equipment, CAT Scientific overhead
and magnetic stirrers and automation for the
laboratory by Hitec Zang.
Labtex design and supply stainless steel
fabrications for the process industries, providing
services from simple fabrications and machining
to high specification bespoke projects, Labtex
provides solutions for the pharmaceutical, food
processing, water, paper and chemical industries.
Working in conjunction with skilled fabricators
and finishers, Labtex ensures that its work is
completed to the highest industry standards and
is in accordance with relevant EU directives.
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Electronics

Encoder Solutions

Mill-Turned Parts

Datasound Laboratories

Panel PCs, IoT and Electronic Design

Encoder solutions for
a world in motion

www.dsl-ltd.co.uk

01462 675530

sales@dsl-ltd.co.uk

DVR & Inspection Systems

Control Equipment

Heating Elements

Laboratory

Tel +44 (0)1978 262100
www.encoder.co.uk

Fluid Technology

Air Pollution

Vacuum Packers

The UK’s Largest Heating
Element Manufacturer

Leading the way
Elmatic (Cardiff) Ltd is the largest
manufacturer of Industrial Electric Heating
Elements in the UK. Elmatic Ltd have
the widest product range to meet our
customer’s requirements.
Our product range includes:
Cartridge Heaters
Mica Insulated Heaters
Ceramic Knuckle Heaters
Tubular Rod
Immersion Heaters
Air Duct Heaters
Nozzle Heaters
Ceramic Core Heaters
Square Section Heaters
Strip Heaters
Roller or Disc Heaters
Fabrication & Sheet
Metalwork
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DD-Scientific is a fast growing
electrochemical sensor manufacturer.
Founded in 2011 by Daniel Davies,
we are now producing nearly 1 million
sensors per year in our factory on the
South coast of the UK.

Surface Technology

From the start our goal has been to
provide high quality and performance
sensors to the market at competitive
prices. We have achieved this by
investing in new technologies and
manufacturing equipment to build
sensors with low variability and high
reliability.

Please telephone 029 2077 8727

Email: sales@elmatic.co.uk | www.elmatic.co.uk

T +44 (0)2392 381249
info@ddscientific.com
www.ddscientific.com

Separation Technologies

Electronics Equipment

Turned Parts

One of Europe’s leading
importers and distributors of stainless steel
fasteners and precision turned parts.
Stainless Steel Metric and Unified
Fasteners, Metric Micro Fasteners and
Precision Turned Parts

Visit: www.pts-uk.com
Tel: 01342 410758 Fax: 01342 311464
Email: sales@pts-uk.com
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DD-Scientific: Making
sense in an unsafe world
D

D-Scientific
was founded
in 2011 by
Daniel Davies, a
leading expert in
electrochemical
electrode design and
manufacture. Boasting
a team with unrivalled
expertise, DD-Scientific
manufactures
electrochemical
gas sensors for
the detection of
potentially hazardous
gases, with an acute
focus on industrial
safety, industrial
emissions, domestic
safety, and medical
breath analysis.
Since its inception, DD-Scientific has seen exponential
growth and now produces a potentially lifesaving gas
sensor every seven seconds. With a manufacturing facility
in Portchester near Portsmouth, DD-Scientific also has
sales offices in Shenzhen, China and Chicago, USA, proof
that their leading skillset is recognised worldwide. Its
team has over 100 years of experience between them
in gas sensors and gas detection instrumentation, and
these dual credentials ensure DD-Scientific has a sound
understanding of what their clients need.
The company’s products convert a physical property,
gas concentration, into a measurable electrical signal.
When incorporated into suitable detection systems, this
can then be used to warn employees if they are at risk of
poisoning or asphyxiation.
As well as producing sensors to measure a range of
common industrial hazards, such as carbon monoxide,
hydrogen sulphide, oxygen, chlorine and many others,
DD-Scientific also manufactures products suitable for
the measurement of industrial or domestic combustion

processes, such as in boilers or burners. This is so that
the burning process can be tuned to provide optimal
fuel efficiency. We had the chance to speak to Rob White,
Global Sales Manager, who told us more about some of
the benefits DD-Scientific can offer its customers. “At the
heart of every electrochemical gas sensor is an array of
high performance catalytic electrodes. Our expertise is in
the high volume manufacture of such electrodes with low
variability and high robustness. As a result, our products
deliver a very reliable performance over their entire
working lifetime. Also, since our products are designed
ab initio with high volume in mind, our customers benefit
from highly competitive price positions.”
To add to its impressive portfolio of industry-leading
products, DD-Scientific has recently launched a range
of high performance sensors for the emissions market,
optimised for the rigorous demands of monitoring flue
gas. These sensors are primed for the unique demands
of this market, and have high poison resistant and active
catalysts combined with large electrolyte reservoirs
and high capacity filters. What’s more, the sensors
are also designed to meet the statutory performance
requirements of EN50379, parts 1, 2, and 3. Most notably,
this range includes the S+5OX, a robust oxygen sensor,
and the GS+A5CO, an innovative hydrogen immune
carbon monoxide sensor.
The S+5OX is a heavy duty sensor designed for the
measurement of oxygen in flue gas applications. It is
pin and package compatible with industry standard 5
Series and provides reliable sensing in the dirtiest of
environments. The electrolyte reservoir is optimised to
cope with the challenging humidity conditions of this
application, and the high activity catalysts will provide
very low drift and fast response times throughout the
device’s working lifetime.

The GS+A Series is a range of high performance
carbon monoxide sensors which are optimised for
the measurement of flue gas containing high levels of
carbon monoxide, where hydrogen may also be present.
The sensors contain two sensing electrodes, one which
measures both carbon monoxide and hydrogen, and
one which measures only hydrogen. By subtraction, the
concentration of both gases can then be calculated.
As well as its impressive product portfolio, DD-Scientific
is dedicated to its customers, striving to support them
as much as possible with fast, honest and collaborative
assistance. Whether the company is small or large, DDScientific treats each of its customers in the same way,
ensuring they are fully assisted throughout the entire
process, from an initial enquiry to finding the most
appropriate solution for their needs.
Recently, DD-Scientific has extended its manufacturing
facility and it is currently expanding the building to
incorporate a new Research and Development facility.
With a strong foundation upon which it can build,
DD-Scientific has some aspirational future goals with
ambitious product development plans. In order to support
this, the company has invested heavily in Research and
Development scientists and engineers, and DD-Scientific
is planning to release between 7-10 new products in
2020 alone. DD-Scientific is often in attendance at trade
shows in the US and China, and its latest one was the
AHR exhibition in Orlando in February. This was a highly
successful three day event for the company, with many
existing and new clients visiting its stand.
With a remarkable array of accolades since its inception
eight years ago, the future remains bright for DDScientific, as the company cements itself as a leading
expert in manufacturing
lifesaving electrochemical
gas sensors. If you would
like to find out more
information on DDScientific’s full range of
products and services,
head to the website.
Alternatively, get in touch
using the contact details
below.
T 02392 381249
info@ddscientific.com
www.ddscientific.com
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